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Abstract of the dissertation: Metaphorical Process in 
Sikong Tu's Shipin. By Lau Chi Chuen，Paris. 
The dissertation aims at decoding Sikong Tu's Shipin in the 
light of the interaction theory of metaphor. One of the major task of 
the dissertation is to redescribe and to demystify Sikong Tu's theory 
of poetry as embodied in Shipin by the help of some Western 
theories. The interaction theory as developed by LA. Richards, 
Monroe C. Beardsley, Max Black and Paul Ricoeur argues for the 
interaction between the primary subject and the secondary subject 
in one metaphorical statement. There is always a gap between the 
primary subject and the secondary subject. Tension is developed 
between the two, between similarities and differences, between what 
is and what is not. It is the main argument of the dissertation that 
the 24 concepts of poetic styles in Sikong Tu's Shipin are 24 primary 
subjects and the 24 poems attached to them, 24 secondary subjects. 
Sikong Tu's theory of poetry lies in the interaction of the two 
subjects. What Sikong Tu expresses in mystical terms about poetry 
is redescribed and demystified in the dissertation by the analysis of 
the metaphorical process in the interaction theory. In the 
dissertation, some selected pins from Shipin are detailedly -discussed 
to demonstrate how the interaction theory of metaphor fits into the 
Chinese context. But the main purpose is to show the convergence of 
two theories instead of an arbitrary application of a Western theory 
to a Chinese text. The dissertation does not aim at the application of 
some Western theories to a Chinese text which may result in a 
substitution of the Chinese critical tradition by the Western theories. 
Instead, it aims at the interaction of two traditions by demonstrating 
the convergence of literary theories from two different cultures. 
What Sikong Tu expresses in mystical terms about poetry is 
expressed in explicit, definable terms in the dessertation by the 
analysis of the metaphorical process in the interaction theory. 
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P r e f a c e 
To be able to finish the present dissertation I am much 
indebted to Dr Wong Kin Yuen for his early inspiration and 
continuous guidance. Dr John J. Deeney, Dr Yuan Heh-hsiang and Dr 
Chou Ying-hsiung's comment and suggestions are most useful for my 
progress and improvement. Dr Deeney丨s valuable advice on the 
format of this dissertation and his careful editting of the dissertation 
perfect the dissertation considerably. My colleague and classmate, 
Mr Stephen Chu Yiu Wai's constant discussion with me on issues of 
metaphor also shapes and reshapes my original idea of metaphor. 
Pauline Yu's article "Metaphor and Chinese Poetry," Kao Yu_ 
kung and Mei Tsu-lin's article "Meaning, Metaphor, and Allusion in 
T'ang Poetry," as well as Chou Ying-hsiung's article "The Linguistic 
and Mythical Structure of Hsing as a Combinational Model" are all 
important discussions of metaphor in the Chinese context. Though in 
the first place, the Jakobsonian model may not be an effective or 
adequate account for the full dynamic of metaphor and in the second 
place the discussion of bi and xing seems do not exhaust and fully 
utilize the philosophy of "metaphor," these articles consolidate a 
secure understanding for the literary tradition of metaphor in the 
Chinese context and are most valuable to me in preparing my 
dissertation. 
Unlike the three articles stated above, this dissertation uses 
the interaction theory of metaphor as developed by LA. Richards, 
Monroe C. Beardsley, Max Black and Paul Ricoeur. In my opinion, the 
interaction theory gives the most thorough account on the full 
dynamic of metaphor. It does not restrict itself to the discussion on 
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linguistics but rather taking into consideration the psychological 
process involved in the understanding of metaphor and also the 
philosophical initiation of truth and transcendence in the search for 
meaning. While looking at the Chinese tradition, unlike the three 
articles stated above, this dissertation does not first spot the 
rhetorical figure called metaphor and then examines the function and 
the usage of it in the Chinese context. Rather, it works on the 
philosophy behind metaphor and looks at the Chinese tradition for 
grounds of interaction which the interaction theory may help to 
contribute. The unclear relationship between the concepts and the 
poems in Sikong Tu's Shipin gives a perfect opportunity for the 
application of the interaction theory. And I try to argue that the 
psychological process of appropriation in the understanding of 
metaphor is useful for a better understanding of Shipin. That is how 
the title of my dissertation "Metaphorical Process in Sikong Tu's 
Sh ip in first comes into being. However, in the progress of the 
dissertation, I discover that Shipin has its own theory behind which 
corresponds to the philosophy of the interaction theory and there is 
some resemblance between what Paul Ricoeur refers to as the 
metaphorical truth and what Sikong Tu refers to as Tao. Hence, it 
may be better if I change the title of my dissertation to 
"Metaphorical Process and Sikong Tu's Shipin” which suggests a 
convergence of two literary theories instead of an application of one 
to the other. However, Sikong's literary theory is implicit in Shipin 
and we need the discussion of the metaphorical process in the 
interaction theory to redescribe in explicit and definable terms what 
Sikong is suggesting in his practical criticism and what Sikong has 
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embodied in his Ship in. Hence it is still "Metaphorical Process in 
Sikong Tu's Ship in：' Besides，I have accepted Dr Deeney, Dr Wong 
and Dr Chou's suggestion that the theoretical discussion of Ship in 
needs more substantial proofs and evidence from the text itself. So I 
discuss three types of pins in Ship in instead of just discussing one 
detailedly as in my first draft. 
Of the translation of Shipin, I use Yang Hsien-yi and Gladys 
Yang's translation in 1963 with my own modifications. It is one of 
the most widely used and commonly quoted English translation of 
Shipin though it is not all satisfactory. I use my own translations 
whenever Yang and Yang's translation fails to convey the Chinese 
original's essence. Annotations from Guo Shaoyu's Shipin Jijie ji 
X us hip in Zhu are constantly consulted for the meaning of particular 
verses. And all the Chinese texts are taken from Guo's Shipin Jijie. 
Of the transcriptions, I prefer using the system since it 
gives a more accurate pronunciation of the Mandarin than other 
systems and it is more convenient in usage since it avoids the 
aspiration marks and hyphens. Furthermore, it is widely used and 
widely known by both the Chinese and the Western people. I always 
feel that translations should aim at giving a faithful meaning and 
transcriptions at giving an accurate sound. The choice of the pinyin 
system seems to be one of the best way to show an accurate 
pronunciation of a word in Mandarin. However, such a choice creates 
a lot of difficulties for the Chinese names which are quite commonly 
written in English in the form of the Wade-Giles system. In my 
dissertation, I insist on using Zhuangzi instead of the commonly-
known Chuan T'zu, Sikong Tu instead of Ssu-k'ung T'u. Yet for "Tao" 
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which is widely used in English and has almost become an English 
word，I do not change it to "Dao" as in the pinyin system. Of English 
articles where the Chinese scholars' names or the articles' names are 
transcribed in other systems of transcriptions, I keep the original 
spelling and provide a pinyin transcription in square brackets. 
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I n t r o d u c t i o n 
This dissertation aims at decoding Sikong Tu's 矛麥:|鬚 Shipin翰彻 
the light of the interaction theory of metaphor. One of the major 
task of this dissertation is to redescribe and to demystify Sikong Tu's 
theory of poetry as embodied in Ship in by the help of some Western 
theories. The interaction theory as developed by I. A. Richards， 
Monroe C. Beardsley，Max Black and Paul Ricoeur argues for the 
interaction between the primary subject and the secondary subject 
in one metaphorical statement. There is always a gap between the 
primary subject and the secondary subject. Tension is developed 
between the two, between similarities and differences, between what 
is and what is not. It is the main argument of this dissertation that 
the 24 concepts of poetic styles in Sikong Tu's Shipin are 24 primary 
subjects and the 24 poems attached to them, 24 secondary subjects. 
Sikong Tu's theory of poetry lies in the interaction of the two 
subjects. What Sikong Tu expresses in mystical terms about poetry 
can be redescribed and demystified by the analysis of the 
metaphorical process in the interaction theory. 
In this dissertation, some selected pins from Shipin will be 
detailedly discussed to demonstrate how the interaction theory of 
metaphor fits into the Chinese context. But the major purpose is to 
show the convergence of two theories instead of an arbitrary 
application of a western theory to a Chinese text. i This dissertation 
1 Pauline Yu, in her article "Ssu-k'ung T V s [Sikong Tu] Shih-p'in 
[Shipin]," claims that Shipin's "value as poetry lies mainly in its successful 
presentation of a certain theory of literature" (84). Sikong Tu's Shipin is a 
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does not aim at the application of some western theories to a Chinese 
text which may result in a substitution of the Chinese critical 
tradition by the Western theories. Instead, it aims at the interaction 
of two traditions by demonstrating the convergence of literary 
theories from two different cultures. What Sikong Tu expresses in 
mystical terms about poetry can be expressed in explicit, definable 
terms by the analysis of the metaphorical process in the interaction 
theory. 
Approaches to Ship in usually focus on the biographical, 
historical background or on the Taoist and metaphysical concerns in 
Shipin, Guo Shaoyu I f ® traces the historical development of poetic 
theories and relegates Sikong to a representative of the Poet-Buddha 
school. 2 Zhu Dongrun argues that Sikong infuses Shipin with 
Confucian thoughts. 3 James J.Y. Liu regards Shipin as an 
expression of Sikong丨s metaphysical conception of poetry 4 while 
Pauline Yu explains Shipin in terms of the Taoist aesthetics. 5 of the 
literary theory of poetry. "Shi" means poetry and "pin" means appreciation or 
commentary. It is a literary theory aiming at showing ways to appreciate and 
to comment on poetry. It is not meant to be a literary text such as a collection 
of poems under 24 titles. I will further discuss this point in Chapter 3. 
2 "Since the Poet-Buddha [Wang Wei] does not express any opinion on 
poetry， Shipin ， as a representative of the Poet-Buddha school, deserves better 
a t tent ion," Guo Zhongguo Gudian: 244. All translations of quotations from 
Chinese texts mine. 
3 "Though Shipin is full of other-worldly concerns, the text is still 
monopolised by Confucian thoughts," Zhu 168. 
4 "Ssu-kung Tu [Sikong T u ] ， o n the other hand, expressed his 
metaphysica l concept ion of poetry in a group of twenty- four poems in 
tetrasyllable verse &nm&dTwenty-four Modes of Poetry [Shipin ] Liu 35. 
, 5 "In both his practical criticism and his Shih-p'in [Shipin]，then, Ssu-
k,ung adheres to basic Taoist notions about man and the universe. . . . His 
primary interest has not been poetry, but the Tao," Yu 101. 
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relationship between each pin, Yang Tingzhi argues for the 
coherence of the order, each pin supplementing the inadequacy of 
the preceding pin and keeping the preceding pin from overreaching 
its limit. 6 Xu Y i n f a n g f ^ p ^ groups the 24 pins into 12 poetic moralsjC^ 
and 12 poetic usages 1：力兩.7 The most common approach is to 
disregard the order and relationship between each pin and extract 
various motives or themes from the poetic renderings of Ship in, 
unifying them with Sikong's practical criticism in his letters and 
essays and then define the motives accordingly. 
Two recent studies may serve as examples to mark the 
present stage of progress on the study of Shipin. Lu Yuanchi 
from mainland China selects different verses and different pins 
f rom Shipin and argues that they reflect Sikong's background, and the 
mentality of Sikong in such a background. He claims that Chao Yi遍馆’ 
Piao Kuang Da • � ( are products derived from Sikong's 
disillusionment of ideal, the impossibility of serving his country and 
his general failure in life. It shows that as an intellectual, Sikong 
could not transcend his time or betray his class (6). Then Lu 
continues to argue that a feudalistic society can only be built up on 
cruel exploitation and suppression. When poets come nearer and 
deeper to reality, they will sympathize with the working class (11). 
Hence，in Shipin，it states, "The further you press on, the clearer your 
vision.’’ 8 When Sikong in Bei Kai | ,#LAwrites, "A gale whips up the 
6 "Ershixi Shipin Xiaoxu，" 二七双贷^ 』^)玲 in Shipin Jijie: 63, 64. 
7 "Ershixi Shipin B a ， " 二 4 四 史 in Shipin Jijie: 73，74. 
8 All translations of Shipin are taken from Yang Hsien-y; and Gladys 
Yang's translation unless specified. I prefer using the pinyin system for 
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stream. • • • And rain drips on grey moss," Lu argues that it is an 
anthem about the upheavals of the Tang Dynasty and a reflection of 
Sikong's psychological state (4). Instead of using the historical, 
biographical background of Sikong Tu to explain Ship in, Lu seems to 
be doing the reverse: looking at Ship in as a reflection of the time and 
the author. Such an approach totally misses the point: why 24 pirn ？ 
why 24 poems? what is the relationship between the two-character 
headings, the 24 concepts of poetic styles and the 24 poems? 
Jiang GuozhenvUS from Taiwan, in his book Sikong Biaosheng 
Yanj iu ，examines Sikong Tu from various perspectives 
and he almost exhausts all major Chinese sources in different 
Dynasties related to Sikong. Yet when it comes to the analysis of 
^hip in, it is still the common approach: extracting various motives or 
themes from the poetic renderings of Shipin, unifying them with 
Sikong's practical criticism in his letters and essays, tracing the Taoist 
and Buddhist influence on Sikong and defining the motives or themes 
accordingly. It still fails to explain the relationship between the 24 
concepts of each pin and their corresponding poems. 
Pauline Yu in her article "Ssu-K'ung T'u's [Sikong Tu's] Shih-P'in 
[Shipin]，，asks a similar question about "the unclear relationship 
between an individual poem and its title." She says, "while the 
imagery alone is generally clear and concrete, consisting of quasi-
sensuously perceptible objects in nature, it does not necessarily 
illuminate or define the bisyllabic abstraction at its head" (85). 
the name of each pin since translations may not be accurate and fai thful 
enough to convey the original meaning of each indivUe^al concept. 
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Calling the 2-character headings of each pin the title of a poem is 
quite dangerous and misleading. It suggests that the 24 headings 
are labels for the poems only. It implies a relationship which Pauline 
Yu herself admits to be "unclear" herself. In fact, they are labels of 
24 poetic styles rather than labels of 24 poems. The poems, on the 
other hand, can be regarded as explanatory notes for each individual 
concept. The relative importance seems to be the reverse of what the 
title-poem designation may suggest. To avoid misunderstanding, 
instead of calling the 24 headings labels or titles, I will call them 24 
concepts and I will regard the 24 poems as 24 imagistic scenes 
existed for the actualization of the 24 concepts. Such a clarification 
also avoids the danger of over-extension of my discussion of Ship in 
in terms of the interaction theory to all title-poem interactions. 
My dissertation mainly aims at resolving the enigma as 
specified in Pauline Yu's article, to disambiguate the unclear 
relationship by building up on theoretical grounds the relationship 
between the "by-syllabic abstractions," the 24 concepts of poetic 
styles and the 24 poems in the light of the interaction theory. I will 
be selective in my choice of texts from Ship in for my application of 
the theory. 
The value of Shipin lies in the theory behind the text, 
something beyond the text which cannot be expressed in language. 
If Sikong's theory of poetry does not rest in language, it simply 
means that we can neither find it in the 24 concepts nor in the 24 
poems. Hence all the existing approaches which aim at extracting 
various motives or themes from the poems of Shipin while 
disregarding the significance of the 24 concepts or simply regarding 
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them as titles of the poems may miss the original intention of Sikong. 
It is the major argument of this dissertation that Sikong's theory lies 
in the interaction between the concepts and the poems. Sikong's 
major interest is neither the concepts nor the poems but the Tao 
behind. Hence I will only select some pins for application and keep 
the major emphasis to show the convergence of the two literary 
theories: the pertinent features between what the interaction theory 
means by the metaphorical truth and what Sikong means by Tao. 
Of the choice of the Western model, I regard the interaction 
theory of metaphor developed by LA. Richards, Monroe C. Beardsley, 
Max Black and Paul Ricoeur as the most effective available 
theoretical tool to build up linkage between the concepts and the 
poems. The interaction theory argues for the interaction .between 
the primary subject and the secondary subject in one metaphorical 
statement. There is always a gap between the primary subject and 
the secondary subject. Tension is developed between the two, 
between similarities and differences, between what is and what is 
not. The metaphorical process actually involves a multi-level gap-
filling activity: the gap between the reader and the metaphor-text, 
between the two subjects and between the two subjects' references. 
The process is constructive in the sense that it aims at building up 
connections and it is intuitive in the sense that at one moment of 
time all gaps are filled up, similarities temporarily reign despite and 
through all the differences. Metaphor points to a sense beyond the 
literal sense and a world beyond the literal world. At one moment of 
insight what lies behind language suddenly discloses to the fore. The 
reader locates himself to the disclosed world and achieves a fusion of 
i 
i 
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horizons between himself and the world. All gaps are filled up，the 
hidden world being appropriated and truth being attained. Sikong丨s 
Shipin indeed generates such a process. The 24 concepts are 24 
primary subjects and the 24 scenes being built up by imagistic, 
pictorial verses are 24 secondary subjects. The gap between the two 
points towards a world beyond. What Sikong means by the scene 
beyond the scene 者)外之发,，the image beyond an image 象外之象， the 
theme behind the taste, 斗之簽 the beauty beyond v e r s e s 御乡文 
aims at that world beyond. In the metaphorical process, such a 
world is appropriated. 
One drawback for my approach is the existence of explanatory, 
commentatory verses in Shipin. The verses in each poem are not all 
imagistic and suggestive as to be contributive to the building-up of 
one scene. For example, in Xiong HunMM^’ Sikong says: 
Returned to the Void, to the Absolute, 
Grai^eur comes of strength amassed. 
凑食入碟、摄磓 
He is defining Xiong Hun as well as indicating ways towards the 
Absolute^l^and Grandeur；^. And in Shi Jing^^ 
Choose plain words 
To voice ^ simple thoughts 
Here Sikong is telling the reader directly how to achieve the 
poetic style of Shi Jing. These two verses do not contribute by 
imagistic means to a poetic world for the actualization of the style. 
My way of dealing with these explanatory, commentatory verses is 
to regard them as additional guides to the reader, to be bracketed off 
‘•i 
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temporarily in the metaphorical process. 9 i will put my emphasis 
on those verses which can combine to contribute one scene. 
This dissertation will be divided into three chapters. In the 
first chapter, I will trace the development of the interaction theory 
of metaphor from Richards to Ricoeur to consolidate an adequate 
understanding of the Western theory. In the second chapter, gaining 
theoretical supports from the interaction theory, I will generalize the 
metaphorical process into my own operative and functional model. 
In the third chapter，I will apply the theory to some selected texts of 
Shipin to show in what way the western theory fits into the Chinese 
context. And I will also apply my proposed model of the 
metaphorical process in Chapter 2 to some selected texts of Shipin. 
Yet the major purpose is to show the convergence of two. literary 
theories: the interaction theory of metaphor as developed by 
Richards，Beardsley, Black and Ricoeur on the one hand and Sikong 
Tu's poetic theory which is embodied and is implied in mystical 
terms in Shipin on the other. The first Chapter is the Western 
theory，the second Chapter is my own synthesis of the metaphorical 
process and the third Chapter will be Sikong Tu's poetic theory and 
the convergence of the Western and the Chinese literary theories. 
9 Hence in some quotations of Shipin in Chapter 3，I use some elliptical 
m a r k s . 
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Chapter I Interaction Theory of Metaphor: From 
Richards to Ricoeur 
LA. Richards's Interaction Theory of Tenor and Vehicle 
In The Philosophy of Rhetoric, Richards regards metaphor as 
the "omnipresent principle of language" (92). He is one of the leading 
figure who develops the interaction theory of metaphor and 
liberates the study of metaphor from the Aristotelian rhetorical 
tradition. To him, metaphor is not just a "happy extra trick with 
words,丨，a "grace or ornament or added power of language" but a 
"borrowing between and intercourse of thoughts, a transaction 
between contexts" (94). 
For the analysis of metaphor, Richards introduces two technical 
terms: "tenor" and "vehicle." He defines tenor as "the underlying idea 
or principal subject which the vehicle or figure means" (97). Vehicle 
is both the "figure" and "the context within which the tenor suddenly 
finds itself" (Leddy 119). And he reserves the term "metaphor" for 
the "whole double unit" (Richards PR: 96) of tenor and vehicle 
together. Metaphor "may be just a putting together of Two things to 
let them work together; it may be a study of them both to see how 
they are like and how unlike one another; or it may be a process of 
calling attention to their likenesses or a method of drawing attention 
to certain aspects of one through the co-presence of the other" (120). 
If "at least two co-operating uses" can be distinguished, "then we 
have metaphor" (119). 
The tenor and the vehicle are both like and unlike each other. 
Richards designates "the common characteristics" between the two as 
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the "ground" (117). The ground may range from "some direct 
resemblance" between the two to "some common attitude which we 
may take up towards them both" (118). Yet "in general, there are 
very few metaphors in which disparities between tenor and vehicle 
are not as much operative as the similarities" (127). Winifred 
Nowottny calls such a feeling of disparities between the tenor and 
the vehicle the "sense of a gap" ( Nowottny 53). The moment from 
disparities to similarities which fills in the gap involves a "shift，" a 
carrying over of a word from its normal use to a new use." lO The 
wider the gap and the more remote the tenor and the vehicle are, 
"the tension created" will be greater (125). The resolution of tension 
or the shift of the ground usually depends on the "right hint" "from 
the rest of the discourse" (126). 
In Max Black's classic example, "Man is a wolf," the principal 
subject "man" interacts with the "wolf-figure." The tenor "man" and 
the vehicle "wolf" are both like and unlike each other. Tension is 
generated between them. To fill in the gap between the two and to 
resolve the tension developed by the two, one may try various 
actualizations of possible meanings from the linguistic hints of the 
statement. Richard's "shift" involves a shift of the word "wolf" from 
its normal use to a new use in which "man" suddenly finds its 
meaning. "Wolf" is no longer the biological animal but a word 
sharing various common characteristics with man. The ground of 
10 In Practical Criticism, Richards says, "a metaphor is a shift, a 
carrying over of a word from its normal use to a new use" (221). 
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similarity may be fierceness, voluptuousness or monstrosity which 
provides the context for "man" to redefine itself. 
The interaction of the tenor and the vehicle can be further 
elaborated in Richards's "context theory of meaning." Wimsatt and 
Brooks, in Literary Criticism, summarize the theory in five points. 
First，"words interanimate one another. They are qualified by the 
whole context in which they figure, and they bring to that context 
powers derived from other contexts in which they have figured in 
the past. Second, meaning is "subject to all the pulls and attractions 
of other elements of the work." Third, "what we call the 'meanings'. • 
are resultants which we arrive at only through the interplay of the 
whole utterance." Fourth, "the reader, like the writer, finds the 
meaning through a process of exploration." Fifth, "in the light of the 
context theory, metaphor is seen to be a typical instance of the 
merging of contexts. • • . The meaning achieved by a metaphor [is]. • • 
a new meaning in which imagination pushes itself forward and 
occupies new ground" (643，644). In terms of Richards's "context 
theory of meaning," the interaction between the tenor and the 
vehicle is equal to the interaction between two contexts. As Ogden 
and Richards have said in The Meaning of Meaning, "words gained 
contexts through other words" (214). Metaphor operates in the 
tension between two words, each word gaining context through its 
past designations to different things and its past combinations with 
other words. Hence, not only two words are interacting, but also the 
"interplay" of two contexts. 
Of the "merging of contexts" in the fifth point，W.B. Stanford's 
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He defines metaphor as "the process and result of using a term (X) 
[vehicle] normally signifying an object or concept (A) in such a 
context that it must refer to another object or concept (B) [tenor]. 
The "composite idea formed by the synthesis of the concepts A and B 
and now symbolized in the word X" is "stereoscopic" because "the 
factors A and B retain their conceptual independence even while 
they merge in the unity symbolized by X” (101). Hence, the merging 
of context does not necessarily destroy the conceptual independence 
of both contexts. Cyril William Dwiggins in his doctoral thesis 
Experiencing Metaphor insists that "the discourse must be one." Two 
contexts are merged in a "single piece of discourse" (71). Yet the 
dynamic of metaphor rests on the tension or interaction of contexts, 
but "not fusion or resolution," "not one meaning, but a movement 
among meanings" (Dwiggins 74). As Richards himself says, in | 
I 
Interpretation in Teaching’ "tenor and vehicle are like two men I 
i 
acting together. We do not understand them better by supposing 
that they somehow fuse to become a third man who is neither" (122). [ 
The linkage with a second context is always there. Metaphors "die 
into fixed and literal terms when habitual usage confines them to one 
context" (Wimsatt 644). 
If metaphor is the tension between similarity and difference, 
metaphorical meaning will be the temporary suppression of 
difference by similarity. Metaphor "means" a third thing, different 
from the meaning of either its terms taken in isolation" (Wimsatt 
645). Referring back to Richards's "context theory of meaning" as 
summarized by Wimsatt and Brooks，one can see meaning is 
achieved "through a process of exploration" on the part of the reader | 
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The new meaning which can be found neither in the tenor nor the 
vehicle is a result of the "interplay," "all the pulls and attractions," 
between the tenor and the vehicle in "the whole discourse." When 
"imagination pushes itself forward and occupies new ground," a new 
meaning is achieved. This is what Richards means by the "shift." Yet 
no single resolution of meaning is achieved. The meaning of "Man is 
a wolf" can be "man is voluptuous," "man is fierce," "man is an 
animal". • • • It is an endless list: a "movement among meanings" 
(Dwiggins's words) but not a single resolution of meaning that can be 
expressed literally. As Paul Ricoeur, in The Rule of Metaphor, has 
said，it is not that poetic metaphor cannot be paraphrased but that 
the paraphrase is "without end." It is without end "precisely because 
it can always spring back to life" (188). 
However, though endless，there are limits to the actualization of 
metaphors. There are limits for all meanings. In Practical Criticism, 
Richards distinguishes four kinds of meanings: "sense," "feeling," 
"tone，" and "intention" (181). "We speak to say something, and when 
we listen we expect something to be said"--that is "sense." "We have 
an attitude towards" "the state of affairs we are referring to," "some 
special direction, bias, or accentuation of interest towards it, some 
personal flavour or colouring of feeling; and we use language to 
express these feelings, this nuance of interest"--that is "feeling." 
"Furthermore, the speaker has ordinarily an attitude to his listener. 
He chooses or arranges his words differently as his audience varies, 
in automatic or deliberate recognition of his relation to them"-that is 
"tone." "There is the speaker's intention, his aim, conscious or 
unconscious ， the effect he is endeavouring to promote"--that is 
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"intention" (181，182). In all four cases, we can see the speaking 
subject and the dialogic situation may limit the actualization of 
meaning. In Ogden and Richards's The Meaning of Meaning, we read, 
"words. • • 'mean' nothing by themselves. . • • It is only when a 
thinker makes use of them that they stand for anything" (9，10). 
Moreover, in Richards's article "How Does a Poem Know When 
It Is Finished," Richards points out that the speaker usually finds or 
creates a "situation" (164) for his speech and such an intended 
"situation" which offers a "confluence of possibilities" for the "system 
of oppositions and collaborations among words" (168) also limits 
meanings. Besides， l ike "the drawing of a circle" (164)，the 
"completion may depend upon questions of sequence among parts" 
(174) while the parts aim at "the attainment of the wholeness'' (164). 
Unity and wholeness limit the possibilities of parts and vice versa. 
More than that there is "mutual enablement and mutual control" 
i 
among constituent words (171) and "what is happening" in the 
discourse "relates itself to what has happened or could happen in 
other actual or possible" discourses (172). Hence, linguistic 
possibilities are another limit. Terence Hawkes, in Metaphor, adds 
that : 
Words do not 'mean'; we 'mean' by words. 
The total fabric of our 'meanings'. . . consists 
not of actual or inherited experience. • • but of 
linguistic and psychological ’laws’ regarding 
'recurrent likenesses of behaviours in our 
minds and in the world to which words are 
variously adopted by us (58). 
In the light of this, the actualization of metaphorical meanings may 
also be submitted to the guidance of the speaking subject, the 
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dialogic situation, the intended situation, the linguistic possibilities 
and the psychological laws. Ricoeur may reject the first two or three 
rules since his "theory of distanciation" disregards the intentions of 
the speaking subject and the dialogic situation (Thompson 53, 192). 
For an "immanent reading" (HusserFs words) of a text, the speaking 
subject and the dialogic situation are usually bracketed off. And the 
reader is under an "objective guidance of the text" (Thompson 55) 
towards "a possible world disclosed by the text" (54). Nevertheless, 
generally speaking, rules do exist which govern the possibility of the 
actualization of metaphorical meaning and which limit the movement 
among meanings. 
Beardsley's Verbal Opposition Theory of Metaphor . 
Beardsley, in his article "The Metaphorical Twist," distinguishes 
between what he calls the Object Comparison Theory of Metaphor 
and his Verbal Opposition Theory. He considers the former a "thing 
approach" which "drags an alien and uncalled-for object into the 
context" (264) for comparison. "Thus the metaphor is an implicit 
comparison, an elliptical simile" (263). In the example "Man is a 
w o l f , critics like John Crowe Ransom would argue that the wolf-
object is called forth for a comparison with the man-object. The 
result is an inexhaustive list of similes, eliciting everything in 
common between "man" and 丨丨wolf’： man is like a wolf in having 
thick hair; man is like a wolf in his fierceness. • • • Another version of 
the "thing approach" being rejected by Beardsley is Paul Henle's 
Iconic Signification Theory which analyzes "metaphorical attributions 
in terms of the concept of iconic signs" (MT: 267). In the example 
一 番 浪 中 文 大 學 困 當 你 我 
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"Man is a wolf," Henle would say the iconic sign of "wolf" would be 
constructed in the reader's mind and an image of a wolf howling in 
the dark is described and man is being considered in the vein of such 
a monstrous image. 
Beardsley claims that the "thing approach" favours the "flow of 
idiosyncratic imagery" (265), for everyone has in mind a different 
"wolf.” Besides, comparison is usually drawn from the connotation of 
the lexical word but not from properties of the actual object. Most 
people probably never see a real wolf in their life. The word "wolf," 
instead，may remind people of the fairy tales where the word 
connotes something monstrous. Furthermore, if the "thing approach" 
ho lds，a failure of knowledge about the object may hinder 
understanding. In Beardsley's example, "My sweetheart . is my 
Schopenhauer," since we do not know his sweetheart, we do not 
know what is in common between his sweetheart and Schopenhauer. 
As a result, we cannot elicit common features of the two. And it may 
hinder our understanding of the metaphor. 
Hence Beardsley proposes the "word approach"--his Verbal 
Opposition Theory which regards metaphor as a "verbal play" 
involving "two levels of meaning in the modifier itself" (264). 
Incompatibility of literal meaning between the subject and the 
modifier [subject complement]/ predicate gives rise to a twist of 
interpretation of the latter from the literal to the metaphorical level, 
during which "the predicate loses its ordinary extension because it 
acquires a new intension" (264). As in the example "Man is a wolf," 
man cannot be wolf and wolf cannot be man. The literal 
contradiction of the man-concept and the wolf-concept triggers a 
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twist of interpretation of the wolf-concept to the metaphorical level 
at which "wolf" is no longer an animal biologically classified as 
different from man but a "word" of various connotations relevant to 
man. As a result, a new intension is acquired. In other words, 
"metaphorical twist" denotes "the shift from designation to 
connotation and the shift occurs within the "meaning structure" of 
the metaphor itself (270). There is no need to draw an alien object 
for comparison. 
In terms of meaning, the metaphorical twist refers to the 
semantic shift of the predicate or modifier from the "central 
meaning" to the "marginal meaning." "The central meaning of a term 
is its denotational or 'dictionary' meaning" (Dwiggins 24) whereas 
"the marginal meaning of a term is whatever the term suggests or 
丨connotes"丨(Dwiggins 25). A "logical opposition" between the central 
meaning of the subject and the predicate generates tension which 
forces a choice of various marginal meanings from the predicate to 
solve the incompatability. The connotations of a word are drawn 
from the "total set of accidental properties either found in or 
attributed to" the referred object (271). In Beardsley's example, a 
number of properties are found in the object or attributed to the 
word "tree" like "leafiness, shadiness, branchiness, tallness, slimness, 
having bark, suppleness in the wind, strength, and so on" (271). 
Properties like "leafiness, shadiness, tallness clearly belong among 
[sic] the recognized connotations of 丨tree.，" These are called "staple 
connotations" (271). Other properties like "slimness" and "having 
bark" are not "recognized connotations" but are among "the potential 
range of connotations." They are properties of some trees but they 
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are not usual and commonly recognized connotations of the word 
"tree." When one uses the word "tree," usually one wants to suggest 
strength or shadiness. Its common feature of having bark may not 
keep the attention of someone who uses the word and the non-staple 
connotations are always "lurking in the nature of things, for 
actualization." These are called non-staple connotations. The twist of 
the predicate or modifier from the central meaning to the marginal 
meaning necessitates a choice from the range of staple and non-
staple connotations certain compatible meanings for the resolution of 
the logical incompatibility. 
Tension or "logical opposition" is a central concept for 
Beardsley's Verbal Opposition Theory. Metaphors involve "the 
interplay between two meanings which the expression has placed in 
tension with each other" (Dwiggins 24). Such a tension "forces the 
listener to reinterpret what he hears, giving the expression a 
'metaphorical twist’" so that "the semantic tension is dissipated and 
the expression no longer appears non-sensical" (Dwiggins 23). 
Tension "exists in order to be resolved, like the perplexities of a 
puzzle or a riddle" (Dwiggins 24). In the example "Man is a wolf," the 
dictionary central meaning of "man" and the dictionary central 
meaning of "wolf" are logically incompatible. Hence, tension is 
created which calls for the "metaphorical twist," namely, "a semantic 
shift from the central meaning of the predicate or modifier to its 
marginal meaning" (Dwiggins 26). As a result, various marginal 
meanings of the term "wolf" are consulted until the incompatibility 
or the tension is resolved. In a nutshell, metaphorical interaction 
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involves "two kinds of meaning: a denotational meaning which it 
loses，and a connotational meaning which it gains" (Leddy 204). 
As we can see, Beardsley's Verbal Opposition Theory between 
the subject (Richards's tenor) and its predicate or modifier (the 
vehicle) does not involve the generation of new ideas at the lexical 
level. Staple marginal meanings are "somehow settled and 
'available '" (Dwiggins 26) before the metaphorical utterance. 
Metaphorical twist towards non-staple marginal meanings, on the 
other hand, may result in an "actualization" of new potentials and a 
"transformation of a property" of an object to a meaning of the word 
(273). But basically, the reader only selects f rom potential 
connotations. He does not create any new lexical meaning for the 
word. New meanings, however, are generated in the . whole 
metaphorical discourse: the interaction between the subject and the 
predicate. Paul Ricoeur，in The Rule of Metaphor, comments on this 
point and argues that: 
Metaphorical attribution is essentially the 
construction of the network of interactions 
that causes a certain context to be one that is 
real and unique. Accordingly, metaphor is a 
semantic event that takes place at the point 
where several semantic fields intersect. It is 
because of this construction that all the 
words, taken together, make sense (98). 
Then，and only then, the metaphorical twist 
is at once an event and a meaning, an event 
that means or signifies, an emergent meaning 
created by language (99). 
In the example, "Man is a wolf," the marginal meanings of 
"wolf" like voluptuousness, monstrosity, fierceness are all potential 
I a 
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connotations of "wolf." However, "wolf" makes sense by its 
interaction with "man" and "man" also makes sense by its interaction 
with "wolf." The network of interaction generates a unique 
metaphorical meaning which cannot be found in either "man" or 
"wolf" or the potential meaning of "man" or "wolf." 
Max Black's Interaction Theory between the Primary subject and the 
Secondary Subject 
In "More About Metaphor," Max Black summarizes and 
modifies his earlier version of interaction theory in Models and 
Metaphor. He distinguishes between two subjects: the "primary 
subject" (Richards's tenor, Beardsley's subject) and the "secondary 
subject" (Richards's vehicle, Beardsley's modifier) which he . earlier 
called the "principal subject" and the "subsidiary subject." He 
regards metaphor as the whole metaphorical statement which may 
refer to "a whole sentence, or a set of sentences, together with as 
much of the relevant verbal context, or the nonverbal setting" (24). 
In the metaphorical statement, the "word or words" used non-
literally" are the "focus" and the surrounding context will be the 
"literal frame." Hence in the example, "Man is a wolf," the 
metaphorical word "wolf" is the focus and the literal frame "Man is a 
+ [subject complement]" gives the literal context for the "interplay" of 
ideas between two domains or in Black's words, between two 
"systems"--the man-system and the wolf-system. 
The secondary subject or the focus of the metaphorical 
statement by "projecting upon the primary subject a set of associated 
implications" reveals a "system of relationships" (28). In the 
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example, "Man is a wolf，" a set of "associated implications" generally 
held to be true about wolf such as fierceness, voluptuousness and 
monstrosity is projected upon the man-system and filters through 
the reader's apprehension of " m a n . The set of associated 
implications or "implicative complex" may be "current opinions 
shared by members of a certain speech community" or "a novel and 
nonplatitudinous" associations (29). 
Black maintains that the primary subject and the secondary 
subject are connected in a "system of relations." A metaphorical 
statement "selects, emphasizes, suppresses, and organizes features of 
the primary subject by applying to it statements isomorphic with the 
members of the secondary subject's implicative complex" (29). In his 
example "Marriage is a zero-sum game," Black lists out the secondary 
implicative complex as: 
(Gl) A 'game' is a contest ； 
(G2) between two opponents; 
(G3) in which one player can win only at the expense of the 
other. 
And "the corresponding system of imputed claims about marriage 
depends crucially upon the interpretations given to 'context； 
'opponents； and especially to 'winning； One might try: 
(Ml) A marriage is a sustained struggle; 
(M2) between two contestants; 
(M3) in which the rewards (power? money? satisfaction?) of 
one contestant are gained at the other's expense" (29，30). 
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When the two systems have the same "structure," Black says, they 
are "isomorphic" (30). Viewed in such a manner, the game-system is 
indeed part of a model. 
In Models and Metaphor, Black distinguishes three kinds of 
models: "scale model," "analogue model" and "theoretical model." The 
scale model is an imitation of the original but in a different size. The 
analogue model, is a representation of structure, the "web of 
relationships in an original." The theoretical model is a description of 
the original in a new language. ^ The game-system as listed by 
Black in "More about Metaphor" is precisely the analogue model 
which has a "web of relationships" corresponding to the marriage-
system. It exemplifies his claim that "every metaphor is the tip of a 
submerged model." The primary and secondary subjects are "nodes 
of isomorphic networks," in which assertions about the secondary 
subject are "correlated one-to-one with corresponding statements" 
about the primary subject (31). 
While Beardsley talks about the twist of interpretation from 
the literal to the metaphorical level in terms of logical opposition 
between two central meanings, Black talks about the "choice of 
interpretation" and the preference of metaphorical reading over 
literal reading. A reader's "general knowledge" (35) and his "specific 
judgment" (36) determine the interpretation. Ambiguity of linguistic 
context usually opens grounds for the choice. A choice of 
metaphorical reading may be due to "the patent falsity or 
11 Summary of Max Black's Models and Metaphor quoted from Ricoeur 
RM\ 240’ 241. 
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incoherence of the literal reading," "the banality" of reading or the 
"lack of congruence with the surrounding text and nonverbal setting" 
(36). Since "conceptual boundaries" of human beings are not "rigid, 
but elastic and permeable," when the available literal resources of 
the language being insufficient to express our sense of the rich 
correspondences , interrelat ions, and analogies of domains 
conventionally separated" (36)， the reader will choose the 
metaphorical reading. 
Of the generation of meaning, Black maintains that "the literal 
comparison lacks the ambience and suggestiveness, and the imposed 
，view’ of the primary subject" (32). He also holds that metaphor, 
especially "strong" ones, has "non-paraphrasable cognitive content" 
and it embodies "insight expressible in no other fashion" (34). It 
generates "new knowledge and insight by changing relationships 
between the things designated" (37). To specify what he means by 
"creativity" of strong metaphors, he asks the question: "Did X exist 
before it was perceived?" and X is realized as 
(1) Did the other side of the moon exist before it was seen? 
(2) Did genes exist before their existence was recognized by 
biologists? 
(3) Were there bankrupts before the financial institution of the 
Western world were developed? 
(4) Did the view of Mount Everest from a point one hundred 
feet above its summit exist before anybody had seen that 
v iew? 
(5) Did the slow-motion appearance of a galloping horse exist 
before the invention of cinematography?" (38，39). 
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The last example comes the closest to what Black originally had in 
mind by the "strong creativity thesis" (39). The view of a slow-
motion galloping horse is "necessarily mediated by a man-made 
instrument" and "yet what is seen in a slow-motion film becomes a 
part of the world once it is seen." Some metaphors, according to 
Black, are "what might be called 'cogni t ive instruments，’ 
indispensable for perceiving connections that, once perceived, are 
then truly present" (39). 
To sum up, Max Black's interaction theory of metaphor is based 
upon the interplay of ideas between the primary subject and the 
secondary subject. The secondary subject is the focus of the 
metaphorical statement which filters through and projects upon the 
primary subject. As a result, an isomorphic structure of relationship 
is built up between the implicative complex of the primary subject 
and that of the secondary subject. The metaphorical statement has 
certain ambience and suggestiveness which are lacking in literal 
point-to-point comparisons. Some metaphors can generate meaning 
to the extent that a new reality is created. 
Paul Ricoeur's Interaction Theory 
Ricoeur grounds his theory in resemblance and he sets out to 
resolve the conflict between tension and resemblance in The Rule of 
Metaphor. As we have seen in Richards' and Beardsley's theories, 
tension seems a central concept for a semantic shift or metaphorical 
twist of meaning. In Black's theory, ambiguity opens a ground for a 
choice of interpretation. The interaction theory of metaphor, on the 
whole，seems to advocate disparity, opposition, incompatibility or 
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incongruence--areas of difference rather than resemblance. The 
interaction theory starts by attacking the substitution theory of 
Aristotle which defines metaphor as catachresis or misnaming and 
the comparison theory which defines metaphor as implicit similes. 
Resemblance seems more appropriate to the domain of a substitution 
theory and a comparison theory than to the interaction theory. Yet, 
In The Rule of Metaphor, Ricoeur claims that: 
There is no conflict, properly speaking, 
between the theory of substitution (or of 
deviation) and the interaction theory. The 
lat ter describes the dynamics of the 
metaphorical statement; it alone deserves to 
be called a semantic theory of metaphor. The 
substitution theory describes the impact of 
this dynamic on the lexical code，where it sees 
a deviation; in doing so, it offers a semiotic -
equivalent of the semantic process (157). 
Ricoeur tries to integrate the rhetorical substitution approach of the 
Aristotelian tradition and the structural, semiotic substitution 
approach of Roman Jakobson, Michel le Guern and Jean Cohen with 
the interaction theory as developed by Richards, Beardsley and 
Black. Even Paul Henle's and Marcus B. Hester's iconic theory which 
are seriously attacked by Beardsley as the "thing-approach" are 
incorporated into Ricoeur丨s theory of imagining and imagination 
which completes the metaphorical process in the reader's mind. 12 
To Ricoeur, resemblance instead of tension is the key for the 
metaphorical meaning. 
12 These points will be discussed in detail in the next chapter. 
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According to Cohen's "law of semantic pertinence," "a law exists 
demanding that in every predicative sentence the predicate must be 
pertinent in relation to the subject, that is, should be semantically 
capable of fulfilling its function" (Ricoeur RM\ 151，152). If semantic 
impertinence occurs due to some "deviation" from the language code, 
the reader will try to reduce the deviation by changing the meaning 
of one of the words and build up a new pertinence. Ricoeur 
continues to argue that "metaphor is not deviation itself，but the 
reduction of deviation" (152). Complementing Cohen's or Jakobson's 
claim that metaphor means a deviation and a reduction of deviation 
from the language on the paradigmatic plane, Ricoeur states that 
"metaphor is a semantic innovation that belongs at once to the 
predicative order (new pertinence) [on the syntagmatic plane] and 
the lexical order (paradigmatic deviation)" (156). The "metaphorical 
meaning as such is not the semantic clash but the new pertinence 
that answers its challenge" (194). The principle of resemblance 
constitutes the new pertinence, a "kind of semantic ’ proximity’ 
established between the terms despite their 'distance' apart" (194). 
In the example "Man is a wolf，，，according to the law of 
semantic pertinence, the sentence must make sense. Semantic 
impertinence between "man" and "wolf" results in a view of the word 
"wolf" as a deviation, a violation of the code of speech on the 
syntagmatic level. The result is another deviation of the code of 
language on the paradigmatic level which changes the meaning of 
"wolf" while selecting a meaning for "wolf." Hence "wolf" changes its 
meaning as a designation of some sort of animal and becomes a label 
for a moment of meanings like fierceness, monstrosity or 
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voluptuousness. . . . Ricoeur adds: the "mutation of meaning" (156) 
occurs at the same level at which the semantic impertinence takes 
place. Though the choice of meaning occurs on the lexical, 
paradigmatic level, the new choice makes sense only on the 
syntagmatic level. Even if we can select meanings like fierceness, 
voluptuousness and monstrosity as a substitute to the word "wolf," 
"wolf" in its new meaning makes sense only by reintegrating into the 
context of "Man is a wolf" where "wolf, is equivalent to "man" and 
"man" is equivalent to "wolf" while both of them are unlike each 
other. Only in such an instance that a metaphorical meaning, a 
meaning that is "closely-related" while "far-apart" (194)， i s 
generated. 
Then Ricoeur furthers his argument of metaphorical meaning to 
the extent that the "dynamic of thought" behind the generation of 
new pertinence in metaphor is the same kind of dynamic which 
establishes all kinds of categories. According to Aristotle, the 
metaphorical transfer goes from "genus to species, from species to 
genus, from species to species，or is made by analogy (or proportion)" 
( /^M: 20, 21). All four kinds of transfer are "planned category 
mistakes" (197). Yet like metaphors, all classifications are made by 
perceiving the similar despite difference, in which "'approximation' 
(bringing close) meets the resistance of 'being distant.'" (196). 
Category mistakes refer to a deviation from the old category. Yet 
metaphor is categorization itself. It "reveals the dynamic at work in 
the constitution of semantic fields." What Gadamer in Truth and 
Method calls the "fundamental 'metaphoric'" is "the movement 
towards the genus which is checked by the resistance of difference" 
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198). In relation to the established categories already exist in 
real i ty，metaphor means a recategorization of old things. It 
generates new "semantic grids" {RM: 198) for the old world. 
In Languages of Art, Nelson Goodman calls metaphor "the 
reassignment of labels": "an affair between a predicate with a past 
and an object that yields while protesting" (69). The yielding itself 
signifies a change of structure in the old world. Ricoeur continues to 
argue that "every change of structure passes through a moment of 
sudden intuition in which the new structure emerges from the 
obliteration and modification of the prior configuration" {RM\ 195， 
196). Hence, recategorization involves a process from intuition to 
construction which Phillip Wheelwright distinguishes as "epiphor" 
and "diaphor•“ The former means "transposition, transference. • the 
unitive process, the sort of assimilation that occurs between alien 
ideas. • • --an insight--that belong to the order of seeing•” The latter 
refers to "construction . . . an irreducible discursive moment. • . in 
which resemblance is more constructed than seen" {RM\195). And in 
The Rule of Metaphor Ricoeur argues that "metaphor is the tension 
between epiphor and diaphor" (250). He says: 
Metaphorical meaning, as we saw, is not the 
enigma itself, the semantic clash pure and 
simple, but the solution of the enigma, the 
inauguration of the new semantic pertinence. 
In this connection, the interaction designates 
only the diaphora; the epiphora p r o p e r l y 
speaking is something else. It cannot take 
place without fus ion , without intui t ive 
passage. The secret of epiphora then appears 
truly to reside in the iconic nature of intuitive 
passage. Metaphorical meaning as such feeds 
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on the density of imagery released by the 
poem (214). 
In the example, "Man is a wolf," "wolf" in the predicate has a 
past，an image already in the reader's mind. By calling "man" a wolf, 
it recategorizes or reassigns a new label for "man." It changes the 
concept of man and also the structure of the world. The change itself 
involves certain intuition from the image of "wolf" to the image of 
"maiT and then a construction of the metaphorical meaning in a 
discursive moment, a new semantic pertinence which recategorizes 
man as a wolf despite all the difference. Metaphor is the tension 
between epiphor as intuition or insight and diaphor as construction 
and new pertinence. Metaphorical meaning is diaphor. It is the 
construction of a new pertinence and a new categorization despite all 
the differences. -
S u m m a r y 
The interaction theory as developed by LA. Richards, 
Monroe C. Beardsley, Max Black and Paul Ricoeur regards metaphor 
as the interaction between two subjects: Richards's tenor, Beardsley's 
subject, Black's primary subject versus Richards's vehicle, Beardsley's 
modifier and Black's secondary subject. The two subjects are both 
like and unlike each other. They are two words, two contexts, two 
thoughts, two domains and two systems, both being rich in staple or 
non-staple marginal meanings and implicative complexes. 
Though the interaction is basically the business of two subjects, 
metaphor is the whole metaphorical statement. Both Black and 
Ricoeur emphasize that the secondary subject is only the focus of 
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metaphor. Meaning is generated by the whole statement. During the 
interaction, both the primary and the secondary subjects redefine 
each other and both of them make sense by reintegrating themselves 
to one single piece of discourse. The secondary subject filters and 
projects onto the primary subject which recategorizes the primary 
subject while redefining itself. Their mutual modifying effect 
operates in the whole metaphorical statement. 
Richards maintains that the tension between the two contexts 
makes a statement metaphorical. Beardsley argues that self-
contradiction and logical opposition between the central meanings of 
two words initiates a metaphorical reading. Ricoeur adds that 
metaphor starts with lexical deviation of a word and semantic 
impertinence in a sentence. Only Black emphasizes that the 
metaphorical reading is a deliberate choice by the reader. The 
possibility of the choice is opened by ambiguity in the linguistic 
context. 
Differences of the two subjects require a shift of the ground to 
resolve tension. A twist from the central meaning to the staple or 
non-staple marginal meanings or a reduction of deviation by a 
selection of new meanings on the paradigmatic plane all aim at the 
temporary suppression of di f ferences by the principle of 
resemblance. Sometimes, not tension but ambiguity in the discourse 
and a deliberate choice for a richer reading may give rise to the 
building-up of corresponding systems of relations between the two 
subjects despite all the differences. Basically, the interaction theory 
holds that differences must be submitted to similarities. 
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The metaphorical meaning is a "movement among meanings" 
(Dwiggins's words) instead of a single resolution of meaning. 
Metaphor has non-paraphrasable cognitive content. It has an 
endless possibility of realization operating within the limit of 
linguistic and psychological laws. Metaphorical meaning is 
constructed through insight. Metaphor has an insight into reality 
which it helps to constitute. It creates reality just as the 
cinematography creates the slow motion of a horse. It recategorizes 
reality by constructing new semantic grids despite differences. 
I 
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Chapter Two: The Metaphor ica l Process and the 
Transcendence of Meaning 
In the previous chapter, I have dealt with the semantics of 
metaphor and in this chapter, I will deal with the psychology of 
metaphor as proposed in the interaction theory. The two are 
basically inseparable in our understanding of the metaphorical 
process. The semantics of metaphor mainly deals with the 
generation of meaning in one piece of discourse by two sets of words: 
Richards's "tenor," Beardsley's "subject，" Black's "primary subject" on 
the one hand and Richards"s "vehicle," Beardsley's "modifier," Black's 
"secondary subject" on the other. The latter interacts with the 
former. Tension is produced and then temporarily resolved. It 
generates a new metaphorical meaning which unites similarities 
despite differences. 
The metaphorical process or the psychology of metaphor 
incorporates the first but shifts the linguistic, semantic focus to the 
reader's role. It aims at delineating the psychological process in the 
reader's mind: how he actualizes the "schemata" of metaphor and 
how he fills in the "indeterminacies" of metaphor (Ingarden's words). 
It can be regarded as a reception theory which focuses on the gap-
filling process between the reader and the text. But metaphor itself 
is a gap between two subjects and there is another gap between the 
metaphor-text and the world behind it. The sense of gap first 
appears as tension between the reader and the metaphor which is 
immediately substituted by the tension between the two subjects of 
the metaphor and then followed by the tension between the 
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metaphor and the world behind it. The resolution of tension 
progresses backwards but simultaneously: filling in the gap between 
the metaphor and the world behind it which results in the filling of 
the gap between the two subjects of metaphor and as a result the 
gap between the reader and the metaphor-text is bridged. 
Metaphorical process is precisely the filling of gaps progressively at 
different corresponding levels. And metaphorical meaning is 
achieved simultaneously and intuitively at one moment of time when 
all gaps are suddenly filled up. 
The metaphorical process can be arranged in a schematic way. 
M.H. Abrams, in The Mirror and the Lamp’ arranges the four 
elements involved in the total situation of a work of art as: 
U n i v e r s e 
W o r k � 
Z \ 
A r t i s t A u d i e n c e 
(Abrams 6) 
Referring to such a scheme, Abrams claims that "almost all theories. • 
exhibit a discernible orientation" toward one of the four elements (6). 
James J.Y. Liu, 
in Chinese Theories of Literature, rearranges Abrams's 
analytical scheme of the artistic process in a different pattern. Liu's 
revised scheme is circular rather than triangular: 
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^ ^ Universe 一 
,^ \ 、 V 
R e a d e r W r i t e r 
^ 一 , 々 
(Liu 9) 
Liu's scheme operates in both directions. In a circular motion, the 
universe affects the writer who writes his work to affect the reader 
who will then look at the universe differently. In a reverse process, 
the universe affects the reader's understanding of the work and 
through the work，the reader understands the writer and then his 
universe and finally back to an understanding of himself (10). As 
Ricoeur would duely agree, "in the coming to understanding of signs 
inscribed in texts, the meaning rules and gives me a self." " S e l f -
comprehension is the end-product of interpretation. 
Getting my inspiration from Abrams and Liu, I propose the 
following scheme for the metaphorical process: 
13 Paul Ricoeur, "Forword," in Don Ihde, Hermeneutic Phenomenology: 
The Philosophy of Paul Ricoeur, 15. Qtd. from Thompson 55. 




M e t a p h o r - t e x t 
1st Subjects —今 2nd Subject 
、， V 
central meaning/ central meaning/ 
literal usage/ literal usage/ 
usual context/ Experiencial World usual context/ 
<： > 
t h o u g h t / t h o u g h t / 
past experience, etc. past experience, 
\ / 
Transcendental World 
tension/ a gap 
> towards a resolution 
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For an "immanent reading" of metaphor, the writer and his universe 
in Liu's scheme are "bracketed off" (Husserl's words). In the 
metaphorical process, first, there is a gap between the reader and the 
metaphor-text. The act of "approximation" (bringing close) aims at 
filling the gap. And then an immediate tension is felt between the 
primary (1st) and the secondary (2nd) subjects, the tension between 
similarities and differences. This second level of gap is then 
substituted by the third level of gap: the gap between both subjects 
and their references. Both the primary subject and the secondary 
subject try to make sense by referring to their usual references 
which are located at the experiencial world. By the principle of 
resemblance, the gap between two entities opposing each other in 
one experiencial world (the fourth level of gap) is suddenly bridged 
despite all the differences. A transcendental world not located—and 
not existed before-- in reality is instantly brought forth to the 
reader. What lies behind suddenly becomes disclosed to the fore and 
meaning is generated and understanding is achieved by the reader 
who locates himself in such a transcendental world. The experiencial 
world and the transcendental world, or the literal world and the 
metaphorical world of meaning are basically linguistic and may or 
may not be related to the actual world outside. Yet in the 
metaphorical process of appropriation, they are psychological events 
which may or may not be related to actual reality. 
To seek support on theoretical grounds for such a scheme of 
the metaphorical process, I will go back to the interaction theory, 
starting from Richards again. The second level of gap between the 
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two subjects has been thoroughly dealt with in the first chapter as 
the semantics of metaphor. Though it is an indispensable part of the 
metaphorical process, the following account will focus more on the 
filling of gaps at other levels. Besides, the emphasis will be shifted to 
the reader's point of view when approaching metaphor. 
Donald H. Green, in his doctoral thesis Metaphor As Process 
summarizes Richards's concept of metaphorical process: 
Central to the Richards perspective metaphor 
is the sequence, first the mind and thought, 
and then the words. . . . The mind's 
endeavour is to order itself and then through 
words make meanings that constitute the 
world. Through the expressive action of the 
mind we constitute and make the world. 
Expressive action causes reality and thus for 
the cultural witness, truth (20). -
Richards himself in The Philosophy of Rhetoric claims that "the mind 
is a connecting organ, it works only by connecting and it can connect 
any two things in an indefinitely large number of different ways." 
"The mind is never aimless": it always aims at "filling in connections" 
(125) to bridge the gap between any two things. Basically, "thought 
is metaphoric, and proceeds by comparison" (94). 
But when Richards talks about metaphor as "two thoughts of 
different things" (93)，he means what modern semioticians mean by 
the "signified" rather than the thinking process itself. In T h e 
Meaning of Meaning, Ogden and Richards design the following 
scheme to explain the relationship between the symbol, the thought 
and the referent: 
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T h o u g h t / R e f e r e n c e 
A 
symbolises / \ refers to 
(a causal relation) / \ ( o t h e r c a u s a l 
*Correct j \ relat ion) 
/ \ * Adequate 
/ \ • 
Symbol^ ^ R e f e r e n t 
stands for 
(an imputed relation) 
*True 
(Ogden 11) 
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The "symbol" is the word, or what modern semioticians would call 
the "signifier." The "thought" or the "reference" is the "signified" or 
the mental representation of the referent while the "referent" is the 
actual object being referred to. The process of understanding will 
start with the reader's thinking consciousness which acts by 
connecting. It first meets the "symbol," the word as a signifier. 
Through the signifier, the thought of the reader meets the thought 
behind the word, the signified and sometimes the referent. Suddenly 
the gap between the reader, the symbol, the thought and the 
referent is bridged and the reader understands the meaning since 
what is originally behind now is brought to the front. Hence for our 
purpose, Ogden and Richards's scheme can be modified as such: 
Reader (thought) 
S y m b o l 
J/ 
Thought/ Reference 




R e f e r e n t 
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Of the relationship between the symbol, the thought and the 
referent, Ogden and Richards claim that "causal relations hold" (10) 
between a thought [as the signified] and a symbol [as the signifier]. 
And between the thought and the referent, "there is also a relation; 
more or less direct. • . or indirect. • . in which case there may be a 
very long chain of sign-situations intervening between the act and its 
referent" (11). Such a claim is quite contrary to the view of modern 
linguistics which holds that the relationship between the signifier, 
the signified and the referent is arbitrary. In Principles of Literary 
Criticism, Richards adds: "the only mental happenings which are as 
closely connected with visual words as their tied images are those 
mysterious events which are usually called thoughts. • . • The mere 
sight of any familiar word is normally followed by a thought of 
whatever the word may stand for" (125). Hence, every word, as a 
symbol, as a signifier, has an attachment to certain mysterious 
events，certain thoughts, or what we call certain signified ideas. 
Between the thought and the referent, "there is no doubt that causal 
relations hold between events in the mind and events outside it" 
(126). Richards continues: "Most thoughts are 'of things which are 
not present and not producing direct effects in the mind. • . . What is 
directly affecting the mind is words on paper, but the thoughts 
aroused are not thoughts 'of the words, but of other things which the 
words stand for” (127). That "other things" can be thoughts of the 
referents or the referents themselves. Richards explains the 
connection between the word (symbol), the thought, and the referent 
by the "process of learning." First, the "word is heard in connection 
with objects of a certain kind. Later the word is heard in the absence 
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of any such object" (127). The mind acts by connecting and fills in 
the absence of link accordingly. Meaning is grasped if linkage can be 
built up. 
My modified version of Ogden and Richards's scheme has 
already shown a similarity of structure to my scheme proposed for 
the metaphorical process. Ogden and Richards's as well as Richards's 
own explanation of the relationship between the reader, the word-
text and the world behind (thought and referent) and of the grasping 
of meaning by the connecting activity of the mind already clarify to 
some extent part of the metaphorical process. Yet metaphor is two 
words in one discourse, two symbols and therefore two thoughts and 
two referents. The tension between the many "two"s is not dealt 
with yet. 
Terence Hawkes, in Metaphor, comments on Richards and adds 
something very important. He says: "The 'meaning' of a language for 
the people who speak it results from and lies in the interaction which 
takes place between their language and their experience" (61). In 
other words, meaning is what in my scheme the third level of 
interaction, the interaction between language as a word and 
experience as its reference grounded in the experiencial world. Yet, 
people's "experience of the world is modified by the structure" of 
their "language." Their "language is an organic, self-contained, 
autonomous system which divides and classifies experience in its 
own terms and along its own lines" (59). It ”causes that reality [and 
the experience in that reality] to exist" (58). To some extent, 
language is the experience; it is reality itself. Hawkes continues: 
"Given this, the chief use of metaphor, Richards recognized, is to 
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extend language and, since language is reality, to expand reality" 
(63). Metaphor "is made out of, and it makes those realities" (61). 
Metaphor expresses a reality and an experience that normal 
references to the mundane world and normal meanings from daily 
experience fail to explain. Hence it gives rise to a reference to a 
different realm of reality which formerly do not exist. Hawkes's 
explanation gives one theoretical support to my scheme: the shift 
from the mundane world to the transcendental realm of reality and 
the ability of metaphor to create a mental experience in such a 
transcendental realm. 
Beardsley, in his article "The Limits of Critical Interpretation," 
distinguishes the "significance theory" or the signification theory and 
the "immanence theory." The significance theory argues that "it is 
the very nature of art to point beyond itself to something else; the 
work is always, in a broad sense, a sign or symbol of something" 
(166). The work has "relevance to the deep concerns of man, his 
needs and aspirations" (169). The immanence theory, on the other 
hand, claims that the work of art "is not a sign of anything at all, but 
simply an object, or event, in its own right, "with its own shape and 
qualities." Its parts "fit together and make something of a whole." 
Far from "pointing beyond" to something else, they "actually point to 
what is coming next" (171). Beardsley holds that the two approaches 
are "pedagogical proposals" only. They are "recommendations about 
how works of art are best approached" (185). However, 
Works of art are made by human beings; they 
are characteristically fashioned with care. To 
make any object deliberately is implicitly to 
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claim that it has a purpose and a value. . . . In 
short, a man-made object must be a sign if it 
is nothing else (183). 
Therefore, the signification theory holds: "every work of art is an 
intentional object--it makes a reference to the world and to the 
human condition" (183). This point has some relevance to the third 
level of gap between the metaphor-text and the world behind. Since 
every human-made sign points to something beyond itself, the 
movement from the second level of gap to the third towards its 
reference is justified. Yet, the relationship between the immanence 
theory and the signification theory can be better explained by 
Ricoeur 's "hermeneutical arc" which progresses f rom "the 
explanatory procedures of structuralist analysis" to "a potential 
reference released by explanation" and "a possible world disclosed 
by the texts" (Thompson 54). 
In his Beardsley's article "The Metaphorical Twist," though 
Beardsley has criticized the "thing-approach" quite harshly, at one 
juncture, the object itself has to be called forth in order to resolve 
the logical incompatibility between the subject and the modifier. 
Beardsley says: 
It is correct in saying that sometimes in 
explicating metaphors we must consider the 
properties of the objects denoted by the 
modifier. But those objects are not referred 
to for comparison: they are referred to so that 
some of their relevant properties can be given 
a new status as elements of verbal meaning 
(273). 
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The reference towards the object "transforms a property (actual or 
attributed) into a sense" (273). What formerly is a property of an 
object becomes a non-staple marginal meaning of the word. Hence in 
the third level of gap-filling, the object may be called forth. 
However, in Beardsley's account all marginal meanings, both staple 
and non-staple, are lurking behind for actualization. The 
metaphorical twist is basically the business of the modifier alone. 
The tension between two entities in one mundane world ends in a 
twist of meaning in the second entity and the potential for such a 
twist is available in reality. There is no need to refer to and 
construct a transcendental world. It seems that the power of 
creativity in metaphor is not fully assessed by Beardsley. In 
contrast, Richards and Ricoeur delegate a stronger creative power to 
metaphor . 
Black, in "More about Metaphor，" particularly emphasizes the 
reader's role in actualizing the metaphorical meaning. In his theory, 
the reader or hearer has to play an active part in the metaphorical 
process. A "metaphorical statement as a verbal action" essentially 
demands ”uptake, a creative response from a competent reader." 
First of all, the "presence of the primary subject incites the hearer to 
select some of the secondary subject's properties." Secondly, it 
"invites him to construct a parallel implication-complex that can fit 
the primary subject." And lastly, it "reciprocally induces parallel 
changes in the secondary subject." During the metaphorical process, 
the reader or hearer is "led to engage in selecting, organizing, and 
projecting" (29). Without the reader or the hearer's creative 
participation, the interaction at different levels will be impossible. 
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The whole metaphorical process seems to be a constructive 
process: the building-up of relations: between the reader and the 
metaphor, between the primary and secondary subjects as well as 
between something lying behind the words. Black keeps on 
repeating that the reader must "read behind the words" (30). The 
actualization of metaphorical meaning needs "the receiver's co-
operation in perceiving what lies behind the words used'" (26). The 
purpose is to achieve an "insight into the systems" which the reader 
helps to build up. The building-up of relations is the gap-filling 
activity at all levels and the insight achieved is the metaphorical 
meaning. Black defines it as an "insight about ’how things are' in 
reality" (29) which in the Platonic sense means the transcendental 
form of the matter-world, the eternal truth of mundane reality. Such 
an account totally fits into my scheme of metaphorical process: the 
gap-filling activity progresses by construction and ends in intuition 
and the "fusion of horizons" (Gadamer's words) between the reader 
and the disclosed world. 
Ricoeur, in his article "The Metaphorical Process as Cognition, 
Imagination, and Feeling," regards the metaphorical process as an 
"appropriation," of "logical space," a "rapprochement which reveals a 
generic kinship between heterogeneous ideas." He argues that the 
"change of distance between meanings. • . within a logical space" 
requires the "productive imagination" of the Kantian type which 
schematizes a "synthetic operation" in three stages (145). 
In the first stage, imagination works as an "insight into 
likeness": an insight which is both a "thinking and a seeing" (145). 
Take Aristotle's proportional metaphor as an example: A is to B what 
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C is to D. The cup is to Dionysus what the shield is to Ares. Out of an 
"insight into likeness," one can say Dionysus' shield or Ares' cup. 
Such an insight is both a thinking since "it effects a restructuration of 
semantic fields" (145) and a seeing, the "instantaneous grasping of 
the combinatory possibilities offered by the proportionality and 
consequently the establishment of the proportionality by the 
rapproachement between the two ratios" (146). Ricoeur calls this 
stage of productive imagination the "predicative assimilation." The 
predicative assimilation works by "making similar" "in spite of and 
through the differences" (146). Ricoeur says: "Imagination is this 
stage in the production of genres where generic kinship has not 
reached the level of conceptual peace and rest but remains caught in 
the war between distance and proximity, between remoteness and 
nearness" (146，147). 
The second stage of productive imagination involves the 
”pictorial dimension" in which "a semantic innovation is not only 
schematized but pictured" (147). In this stage, Paul Henle's "iconic 
mode of signifying" can be useful. Henle claims that during the 
metaphorical process, the reader has to "think of something by a 
consideration of something like it" (Ricoeur M P : 147). He has to 
provide "images for a concept." Yet in the metaphorical statement, 
the "icon is not presented, but merely described. • . • What is 
presented is a formula for the construction of icons" (148). Images 
have to be constructed through imagination according to the formula 
generated in the first stage of predicative assimilation. In the second 
stage, the icon is not displayed "as the replica of an absent thing" but 
as a flow of what Marcus B. Hester calls the "bound images"--
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"concrete representations aroused by the verbal element and 
controlled by it" (MP: 148). Ricoeur continues: "by displaying a flow 
of images, discourse initiates changes of logical distance, generates 
rapprochement" (148). Hence, metaphorical meaning is "depicted 
under the features of ellipsis. Through this depiction, the meaning is 
not only schematized but lets itself be read on the image in which it 
is invented" (149). Since the metaphorical statement only provides 
the formula for the construction of images, the reader has to fill in 
the gap by imagining a flow of bound images. They are not free 
associations since they are controlled by the schematism generated 
in the first stage of imagination. And they are not a replica or a 
mental picture of the referent—the referred object of the individual 
word. They are a creation of imagination, a concretization of 
relations. 
The third stage of imagination involves what Ricoeur calls the 
"suspension": the "moment of negativity brought by the image in the 
metaphorical precess" (149). At this juncture, Ricoeur adopts Frege's 
distinction between Sinn and Bedeutung, sense and reference. Sense 
is simply the "inner functioning of the proposition" while reference is 
the world being referred to (149). A sense presupposes a reference. 
The reader will never be "satisfied with the sense alone." His instinct 
to strive for truth will drive him to move from sense to reference. 
The ”cognitive import" of such a move is what we call "insight" (150). 
In the case of metaphor, a "suspension" or "epoche" occurs due to 
ambiguity: a "split sense" is moving towards a "split reference." As a 
result, the literal sense and its usual reference are suspended and 
the metaphorical sense with its reference will emerge from "the 
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ruins of the literal sense [and its reference] shattered by semantic 
incompatibility or absurdity" (151). Ricoeur concludes: "in the same 
way as the self-abolition of literal sense is the negative condition for 
the emergence of the metaphorical sense, the suspension of the 
reference proper to ordinary descriptive language is the negative 
condition for the emergence of a more radical way of looking at 
things" (151, 152). The insight generated by such a move towards a 
"second-order reference" can "make and remake reality" and 
''reorganize the world" (150). 14 
To assimilate Ricoeur's contribution into my proposed scheme 
for metaphorical process, Ricoeur's rapproachement of logical space 
between the reader and the metaphorical-text is simply another way 
to talk about the filling of gaps at different levels of interaction. The 
first stage of productive imagination, the insight into likeness, aims 
at connecting the primary subject and the secondary subject, uniting 
similarities despite all the differences. It is the second level of gap-
filling activity: making sense by thinking and seeing. The second 
stage of productive imagination, the creation of bound images out of 
the verbal structure of the metaphorical statement is still operating 
at the second level of gap. The third stage of productive imagination, 
the epoche or suspension of a literal reference due to logical 
incompatibility or absurdity and the generation of a metaphorical 
reference completes the gap-filling activity at the third and fourth 
level. The striving-for-truth mentality urges the reader to move 
14 Ricoeur's account also deals with feeling which contributes to the 
metaphorical process in the same way as imagination. Since nothing new is 
added, I simply delete that part. 
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towards the references of the two subjects in the mundane world. 
Logical incompatibility or absurdity in the first-order reference of 
the mundane world forces the reader to build up and to refer to a 
second-order reference, of what I call the transcendental world, in 
which a temporary resolution is reached and a new realm of reality 
is disclosed to the front. 
It seems that the metaphorical process starts with the search 
for meaning and ends in the insight into truth. It starts with the 
tension between similarity and difference, between what is and what 
is not and ends in the filling-in of absence by the presence of a 
transcendental world. Paul Ricoeur, in his article "The Metaphorical 
Process as Cognition, Imagination, and Feeling," talks about the 
fictionality of metaphor. He says: 
Fiction addresses itself to deeply rooted 
potentialities of reality to the extent that they 
are absent from the actualities with which we 
deal in everyday life. . . . It is in fiction that 
the absence proper to the power of 
suspending what we call reality in ordinary 
language concretely coalesces and fuses with 
the positive insight into the potentialities of 
our being in the world (152, 153). 
Karsten Harries, in his article "Metaphor and Transcendence," says, 
"Metaphors speak of what remains absent" (82). The metaphorical 
meaning may "transcend human understanding so that our language 
cannot capture it. . . . In such a view metaphor has to open the work 
of art to a dimension that transcends it" (72, 73). It is at this 
juncture that the reference has to split and a second-order reality 
has to be constructed. The absence of link in a discourse finally 
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proves to be the lack of a proper world to fill in the absence. Hence 
metaphor has to construct and to create its own world, its own "space 
of meanings. “ Metaphor aims at a world that transcends our 
ordinary world and a meaning that transcends our ordinary meaning. 
"Poetry, in Heidegger's interpretation, reveal the meaning of what is 
as it establishes a world, where 'world' does not mean the totality of facts but a 
space of meanings," Harries 86. 
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Chapter 3: The Metaphorical Process in Sikong Tu's 
Shipin 
This chapter mainly aims at demonstrating the convergence of 
theories between the interaction theory of metaphor and Sikong Tu's 
thoery of poetry. The metaphorical process of the interaction theory 
also helps to locate Sikong's theory of poetry which cannot be easily 
discerned in the text of Shipin. What Sikong Tu expresses in mystical 
terms about poetry can be expressed in explicit, definable terms by 
the analysis of the metaphorical process in the interaction theory. In 
this Chapter, I will first deal with the nature of Shipin. Both the 
traditional approach and more recent researches on Shipin will be 
discussed and re-considered in the light of the interaction theory. 
Then I will demonstrate the correspondence between the interaction 
theory of metaphor and Sikong Tu's theory of poetry as embodied in 
Shipin. And I will select some representative texts from Shipin and 
discuss on theoretical grounds how the metaphorical process fills in 
the gaps between the concepts and the imagistic poems; how the 
metaphorical process reveals the theme behind the taste and the 
beauty beyond verses; and how the metaphorical process actualizes 
and brings to the fore the hidden world of poetry, of Tao behind the 
words. Finally，I will examine the nature of that disclosed world 
in terms of Tao and the metaphorical truth. 
Nature of Shipin 
In Shipin, Sikong Tu lists 24 2-character headings and attaches 
to each with a poem written in 12-lines of 4-character verses. Such 
a format creates difficulties in generalizing Shipin as a literary 
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theory presenting 24 concepts of poetic styles or as a collection of 24 
poems under 24 titles. The former interpretation puts emphasis on 
the 24 headings as 24 concepts to be actualized by the 24 attached 
poems. The latter interpretation shifts the emphasis to the poems 
themselves and regards the 24 headings as titles for the poems only. 
Wong Yoonwah ^ ' H A ^ f， i n "Ssu-k'ung T'u [Sikong Tu]: A Poet-critic of 
the Tang，" says, "These twenty-four poems are not only statements 
about the nature and function of poetic art, but are also successful 
imaginative poems in their own right" (33). In fact, in the verse 
presentation, piles of images, different levels of poetic situations, 
various abstractions interact with each other. One has the impulse to 
focus attention on the imaginative power of the poems and relegates 
the 2-character headings to titles of the poems only. 
However, such a view may miss Sikong Tu's intention and 
underestimate the significance of the 2-character headings. The 
term "title" also implies a relationship which Sikong originally does 
not intend to. If they were to be regarded as titles, they would be 
titles of certain poetic styles but not titles of some creative poems. 
The 24 concepts are not 24 titles for the poems. I would rather 
regard the 24 poems as 24 explanatory notes for the 24 concepts. It 
is not that the designation of the 2-character headings as titles is 
wrong but the relationship it implies is misleading. Such a 
clarification also prevent an over-extention of my discussion of 
Sikong Tu's Shipin to any title-poem interaction. 
Pauline Yu, in her article "Ssu-k'ung T'u's [Sikong Tu's] Shih-
p'in [Shipin],'' claims that Shipin's value as poetry lies mainly in its 
successful presentation of a certain theory of literature, its criticism. 
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Its meaning requires the simultaneous exercise of aesthetic and 
cognitive apprehension" (84). Yu further quotes from Wellek and 
Warren's Theory of Literature to distinguish literature and literary 
study and gradually leads to the point that Shipin is a literary study, 
"a species of knowledge or of learning" rather than a "creative" art 
(Wellek 15). Supplementing this, I will further distinguish between 
literary theory and criticism and maintain that Shipin conveys or 
embodies a literary theory, "the study of the principles of literature, 
its categories, criteria and the like" rather than a criticism, "studies of 
concrete works of arts" (Wellek 39). Unlike Zhong Ron^^^M^ Ship in, 
Sikong Tu's Shipin does not grade the 24 pins into upper, middle and 
lower categories, nor does it point out the actual poet's works under 
each pin. ^^ It is not literary criticism for it does not relate itself to 
any concrete works or art. The title Shipin itself suggests 
categorization, appreciation, grading and commenting of poetry. It 
aims at presenting a theory of poetry instead of a collection of poems 
under 24 titles. 
Of the purpose of the literary theory, it seems quite commonly 
agreed upon by all that it aims at depicting certain poetic styles or 
worlds by imagistic means. Du Chengxiang 社复 . • in his article "Sikong 
T u " 鎖 g says Shipin is Sikong Tu's choice of 4-character verses to 
describe 24 kinds of poetic styles (477). In his article "Ssukung Tu's 
Poetic Criticism," Wu Tiao-kung says Sikong Tu "expounded the 
nature of poetry by examining a variety of styles, which he 
16 "Although Sikong Tu lists 24 pins’ he does not mean to grade the pins 
nor has he pointed out concretely whose poem belongs to which pin" Du 478. 
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illustrated by means of appropriate images and scenes" (80). In 
another article ''Shipin, Gousi, F e n g g e " ^ | W u continues to 
argue that Shipin is a monograph on style (35). It is a literary 
critique on poetry written in vivid imagistic metaphors (30). Luo 
Genze m in Wantang Wudai Wenxue Pipingshi 
says: Sikong Tu uses each poem as a unit and suggests various poetic 
worlds by metaphors (65). James J.Y. Liu, in Chinese Theories of 
Literature’ states that "in each poem, he [Sikong Tu] embodies in 
concrete imagery a poetic 'mood' or 'world,' and the whole group may 
be considered descriptions of various poetic styles" (35). Qingmu 
Zhenger.f ^ ^ in Zhongguo Wenxue Sixiangshi 
claims 
that Sikong Tu divides poetic wit 辞趣、 i n t o 24 pins (70). Zhang 
S h a o k a n g ^ ^ i n Zhongguo Gudai Wenxue Chuangzuolun 
次凉树作 s t a t e s that the 24 pins point to 24 kinds of images and 
poetic worlds in different styles (331). Jiang Guozhen JXlR 艮 in Sikong 
Biaosheng 
claims that in Sikong Tu's Shipin, 
each poem uses 4-character verses and twelve rhymes to describe 
poetic styles (171). 
Yet in his practical criticism, Sikong keeps on advocating the 
image beyond an image f � 外 之 ， t h e scene beyond a 
s c e n e 惠 ; ^ ^ 岁 ) . I f we focus on the 24 imagistic scenes depicted in 
the poems and claim that these by themselves convey the 24 poetic 
styles, we are simply appreciating an image as an image and a scene 
as a scene. We will miss that something "beyond" the image and the 
scene. In my view, that something beyond lies in the interaction 
17 Sikong Tu, "Yu Jipu Tan Shishu’”^^: 教 Shipin Jijie: 52. 
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between the concept and the poem. The juxtaposition of the concepts 
with the poems raises the problem of linkage between the two. The 
gap in-between generates grounds for interaction. While the poem 
concretizes the concept, the concept also orders the poem and unites 
it towards a certain direction. Just like the interaction between the 
primary subject and the secondary subject of a metaphor, the 
interaction between the concept and the poem points at something 
beyond, a world that Sikong's theory of poetry aims at. It is my 
contention that the interaction theory of metaphor can adequately 
explain the dynamic of interaction between the concepts and the 
poem, and reveal Sikong's theory of poetry which he claims to lie 
beyond words. 
Presented in verse format, Shipin is not meant to be 
systematic, scientific or analytical. Even the organization of the 24 
pins has aroused various speculations. Xu Yinfang祷<'p赛 in "Ershixi 
[24] Shipin B a " ^ f v l i s C groups them into 12 poetic morals 
and 12 poetic usages ^ 呢 ( G u o Shipin Jijie: 13,14). Yang Tingzhi 
恭边 I in "Ershixi [24] Shipin X i a o x u "二傳工丄 g argues for the 
coherence of the order, each pin supplementing the inadequacy of 
the preceding pin or keeping the preceding pin from overreaching its 
limit {Shipin Jijie: 63， 64). Zhu Dongrun groups them into 5 
categories: about the poet's life, about the poet's thought, about the 
relationship between the poet and nature, about literary works, 
about methods of creation. Wu Tiao-kung groups them into those 
that emphasize a poet's feelings, a poet's strength, the lustre of a 
poetic scene, general aesthetic experience and formalistic elements. 
Zhang Shaokang groups them into two types: masculine beauty and 
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feminine beauty and claims that Shipin has an inclination towards 
the feminine type (335). But as Guo Shaoyu has rightly observed in 
his Zhongguo Wenxue Pipingshi i S x ' ^ ^ ，all attempts to 
sort out and rearrange the 24 pins are simply drawing farfetched 
interpretations (134). In Zhongguo Guodian Wenxue Lilun Pipingshi 
碟 龙 I 漆象 ，Guo continues to argue that Shipin is 
initiated impromptu; it is not a well-organised, systematic one (255). 
I will further add that Shipin does not aim at a systematic 
ordering of details for the explanation of concepts but at the 
juxtaposition between concepts and the imagistic renderings. Shipin 
is Sikong 丨 s attempt to use language to express something that 
language cannot express. Metaphor is one of the most effective 
means to transcend language by using language. The interaction 
between the concepts and the poems, just like the interaction 
between the primary and the secondary subjects of a metaphor, 
points at a transcendental realm of reality, the world of poetry 
which Sikong aims at. 18 
The correspondence between the format and the purpose in 
Shipin gains support from Sikong,s practical criticism and from 
Shipin itself. In his practical criticism, Sikong Tu proposes the 
merging together of verse and prosaic forms. His ideal has long been 
18 Sikong Tu in Shipin, however, refers to that something beyond as Tao 
instead of the world of poetry. Pauline Yu even says that "[Sikong's] primary 
interest has not been poetry, but the Tao" (Ssu-k'ung T'w. 101). It seems to me 
that the world beyond should at least indicate something about poetry. 
Otherwise, the title Shipin may lose its meaning as a ”pin; a commentary, of 
"shi," poetry. Hence I would like to refer to that world as the world of poetry. 
Such a world is not located in the experiencial world of reality. Meanings 
from the literal world of reference cannot express its essence. Such a world, if 
not identical, should correspond with what Sikong means by Tao. 
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the establishment of a poetic scene, a style beyond words. 19 H e 
draws an analogy that gold will be the same substance, producing the 
same sound even if it is made into different instruments like chimes 
or bells. In Wei Q秦由 of Shipin’ Sikong says: "The Way has no set 
pattern, but fit both square and round"复5^�,i5(慕姨乏®么.20 As Pauline Yu 
has said, Sikong Tu's attempt is "to express a theory seeking the 
obliteration of distinctions in purely intuitive knowledge" and "he 
has chosen to communicate in the form whose own apprehension 
comes closest to both demanding and fulfilling those aims" (103). 
Hence, the choice between verse or prosaic rendering is not the 
major concern, the theory behind—that something beyond words--is 
more essential. Indeed, that something beyond can only be 
conveyed and conceived by imagistic rendering since seeing enables 
and ensures getting 
More than the merging together of verse and prosaic forms, 
Sikong advocates the complete obliteration of words in contemplation 
of nature and its operation: 
Dwell on it, ponder it， 
Its faint music eludes the ear. 
偷之絶丨废著—叙•01—忍“' 
19 "To build up poetic situations, to recommend style beyond language is 
of course the poet's ideal. Therefore Sikong Tu argues for the merging-
together of poetry and prose. Sikong especially admires the poet's prose and 
the prose-writer's poems," Luo 67. 
川 Sikong Tu, "Ti Liu Liuzhouji Houxu, 
Shipin Jijie: 53. 
21 Sikong Tu, "Yu Jipu Tan Shishu," in Shipin Jijie: 52. 
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It dwells in quiet, in simplicity; 
For inspiration is subtle, fugitive. 
As petals fall without a sound 
The man, serene as the chrysanthemum. 
Shipin negates all conscious efforts to describe or to analyze nature 
and advocates an unconscious submersion of the self into nature. 
Sikong says: 
If congenial, why deliberate efforts? 
In natural indulgence, the end attained. 
^ ^ « • 減 h 、 雀 夹 更 ^ ^ & ！ ^ • 之 “ 束 终 ） 
The flow of passions and temperament, 
Marvellous--not to be sought. 
Encountered naturally 
Rare in sound. 
iS^ /z/ J ITt 2 2 
Using words to advocate the obliteration of words seems to be a 
paradox of the Taoist aesthetics, just like the paradox of metaphors, 
using language to transcend language. In Shipin, Sikong advocates 
the abandonment of words and proposes the unconscious 
encountering with that something beyond through intuition. In my 
opinion, such an intuitive insight is generated in Shipin by the 
interaction between the concept and the poem. Sikong's unconscious 
22 Both are my translations since Yang and Yang's translation does not 
convey the Chinese original's essence. 
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submersion of the self in the realm of Tao equals to the "act of 
dispossession" in the fusion of horizons between the reader and the 
disclosed world in the act of appropriation. 23 
To sum up, Sikong sets his ideal of poetry to the image beyond 
an i m a g e 象纯之 t ， t h e scene beyond a scene袭外乏老)• Sikong's 
� 
juxtaposition of the abstract concept with the poems aims at 
something beyond the exemplified images and scenes in each pin. 
The poem concretizes the abstract concept while the concept orders 
the poem towards a certain direction. The interaction of the two 
generates a meaning not in either of them, nor in the literal world. 
The "pin" of Shipin not only means categorization, appreciation, 
grading and commenting but also tasting*>fZ�書 . Tastes like salty 
or sour can be distinguished and labelled but the theme behind the 
taste "^4�纯之适 cannot be expressed in language. Sikong Tu labels 24 
kinds of taste in poetry, 24 concepts of poetic styles and juxtaposes 
them with 24 poems to initiate the reader's intuitive ability to 
appreciate d i f fe rent tastes before appreciat ing real poetry 
. 2 4 The poetic, imagistic rendering of Shipin may arouse aesthetic 
pleasure. Yet if the heuristic function behind the 24 imagistic models 
are missed, one can never sense the beauty beyond verses 都 外 文 徵 • 
"Indeed, appropriation is not so much an act of possession as an act of 
d i spossess ion , in which the se l f -unders tand ing of the immedia te ego is 
rep laced by a se l f - r e f l ec t ion media ted through the world of the text ," 
Thompson 55. Of the relationship between the metaphorical process and the 
world disclosure, see Chapter 2, my explanation of my proposed scheme for the 
metaphor ica l process and also my discussion on Ricoeur 's theory of split-
r e f e r e n c e . , 
24 Sikong Tu, "Yu Lisheng Lun Shishu," ^ / f % i备祷'1 in Shipin Jijie: 
47，48. 
香 港 中 文 大 學 圊 當 你 藏 當 
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The Theme behind the Taste and the Beauty beyong Verses 
Sikong Tu's Shipin presents 24 concepts to categorize 24 poetic 
styles, each being juxtaposed with an imagistic poem. Yet the concept 
itself is extremely abstract. The poetic rendering, instead of 
explaining or defining the concept, carries a heavy suggestive tone to 
initiate the reader's intuitions and arouse their constructive instinct 
to build up the world behind which Sikong's theory of poetry is 
located. Without the reader's active participation, the link between 
the concept and the imagistic poem remains an absence. The reader 
may enjoy the poem as a poem just like tasting sour as sour, salty as 
sal ty . But of sheer beauty , it r emains a lack 
褒 - 4 � �後之外 7魏袁秦裔 f n i j l . 25 It is my contention that only the 
appropriation generated by the metaphorical process can fill “ in the 
lack and disclose that something beyond. 
Consider the following concepts in relation to the poem of each: 
Xian Nong ^ 
载 f l 
The glint of rippling water, ^ - ^ y f o r ^ v 
Lush，distant green of spring, 
么nd deep in the quiet valley 、攝 t U ( 各 
Glimpses of a lovely girl; 《义 ％ 戈） 
Peach trees are laden with blossoms - ^ t ^ ^ i k 
On wind-swept banks in the sun, 盡]广，、浸 
And the path winds, shaded by willows, 1 
Where in flocks the orioles sing. 获 
The further you press on, ^Acj^^Wf 
The clearer your vision; 装 之 紅 仅 
之叙夏 
Sikong Tu, "Yu Lisheng Lun Shishu," in Shipin Jijie 47. 
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Infinite surely is the scene, 如 路 J T . ^ 
For ever changing and for ever new! ^ 4 斩 
Chen Zhuo H ^ 秦 
Green woods, a rustic hut, 線 樣 好 / f j 
And at sunset the air is clear, 落 t 氣 香 
As I stroll alone, bare-headed, ^ 
Hearing the fitful chirping of the birds. 
No wild swan comes ^ 
With word from friend far away, " p 
Yet in thought we are as close 
As in days gone by. � 竺 ’ 
Wind from the sea，an azure sky. 
The moon is bright above the bank at n i g h t , 参 筹 書 ， 
And I seem to hear your welcome voice, 象家’绞鳴 
Though the great river lies ahead. 液 恢 决 
Dian Ya 
A jade wine-pot brimming with spring, '^ x 叠 f 春 
A thatched hut to enjoy the rain, 瑜 约 j'f^ 
And there sits a worthy scholar ^ ^ -j： 
With tall bamboos upon his left and right. 左裔漆传 
White clouds are scattering after rain, <$7 ^ 
Birds race past in the deep stillness; ,丨賓谓凌 
Then pillowed on his lute in the green shade，af '-：^ 
A waterfall cascading overhead, y ^ W l ^ 
As petals fall without a sound, 
The man, serene as the chrysanthemum, ’ 令 7 � # 
Sets down the season's glories-- 金 ; J (歡 • 
Here is something well worth reading! % 
多)家f时、 
QiLi 絲 -
Innate nobility of mind J ^ ^ f X 
Sets little store by gold; 管 良 J 
Colours laid on too thick must pall, t 梦梦笼 
But light shades gain in depth. I 
Mist clearing by the stream, % 疼；K货斧 
Apricot blossom crimson in the glade, 
A stately house beneath the moon, g Hi要 I 
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A painted bridge in green shade, 者 樣 弟 论 
A golden goblet brimming with wine, 
A lute played for a friend. • . • 姊 ％敬良 ' 
- J 
Abide by his 26 nature 樣 作 场 & 
To grasp Truth untrammelled, ^ 权存惠 
Rich with what comes to hand, 锻彻 
Following his bent. 块 务 ii^  飯 
Build a hut below the pines， 
Read poems bare-headed, W vfCl ？$ 
Knowing only dawn and dusk, / ^TV W K 
Forgetful of time. • . • f ^ m 
Clumps of slender pines 錄 碰 雾 松 
At whose feet clear water flows, 1 _？岁u 
Bamboos muffled in dazzling snow, 時 愛 族 J j 
Fishing-boats in the reach beyond; 潘 , 氣 资 
And a scholar peerless as jade, ！^，人 ^ ^ 妥， 
Strolling in search of seclusion, j • 雾 幽 
Stays his stays his steps to gaze 4 》 其 
At the empty infinity of blue above. • . . 
Then strangely soars the spirit as of old, ^ 
Too ethereal to recall M 浓玉琴 
、 ^ 视 
The theme of Shipin lies not in the abstract concept of a 
particular style such as Xian Nong, Chen Zhuo or the like. Nor does it 
rest in the scene depicted in the poem. It lies in the gap between the 
two. Meaning lies in the presence of words but the transcendence of 
meaning rests in the absence of link. The "approximation" of the gap 
starts with the search for meaning and ends in the transcendence of 
26 In Yang and Yang's translation, the personal pronoun is "you" 
instead of ”his." It is my modification to approximate the original more. 
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meaning. 27 When Sikong Tu talks about "the image beyond an 
image," "the scene beyond a scene," "the theme behind the taste," and 
"the beauty beyond verses," he means something beyond language, 
something beyond the literal reference of words. The reader should 
generate his own "space of meanings" (Harries's words) for the 
actualization of the theme behind. 
In each pin, each two-character concept is juxtaposed with a 
scene, being built up by a pile of images. The concept is and is not 
the scene, just like the man is and is not a wolf. Yet "wolf" is one 
word, the scene in the poem involves various images. In Xian Nong, 
we have "rippling water," "lush, distant green," "quiet valley," "a 
lovely girl," "peach trees," "wind-swept banks in the sun," "a path 
shaded by willows" and "the singing orioles." In Chen Zhuo, we have 
"green woods," a rustic hut，" "sunset," "clear air," "a bare-headed 
person," "fitful chirping bird," "wind from the sea，" "azure sky，" a 
"bright moon" and a "great river." In the interaction theory, 
however, Richards holds that a word is more than a word. It is a 
context; it is a thought. Beardsley states that a word is a cluster of 
meanings, central of marginal, staple or non-staple. Black holds that 
a word has various implicative complexes; a word implies a system. 
Ricoeur also regards polysemy as a "potential creativity contained in 
the word." 28 Hence the word "wolf" is a meeting ground, itself a 
27 See my discussion on metaphorical truth and the transcendence of 
meaning at the end of Chapter 2. 
28 Paul Ricoeur, "Word, Polysemy, Metaphor," in The Philosophy of Paul 
Ricoeur y 120. 
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scene where past, present and future thoughts, contexts, meanings, 
implications and systems converge. 
Yet "wolf" draws its reference from the literal world. Only 
when interacting with "man，" the primary subject, will a split 
reference to both the experiencial and the transcendental world be 
produced. The scene in Shipin is literal too; it is literal in the sense 
that its meaning is located in the experiencial world. The scene 
draws its reference from meanings located in the literal world. In 
Xian Nong, the beauty of nature is seen and explored through a 
traveller's eyes. In the scene of Chen Zhuo, a lonely man is strolling 
in the countryside, thinking of his far-away friend. In Dian Ya, a 
scholar is enjoying the rain in a thatched hut. In Qi Li, a flow of 
images-colours, light shades, mist, apricot blossom, a stately house，a 
painted bridge, a golden goblet and a lute--is presented one after 
another. In Shu Ye, some hermit builds a hut and reads poems and 
forgets the time. In Qing Qi, a scholar is strolling along in search of 
seclusion. All the scenes make sense by referring to the meaning of 
the literal world. Only by interacting with the primary subject， the 
concept itself, will an insight into reality and a movement towards a 
transcendental realm be generated. 
The concept is and is not the scene, just like man is and is not a 
wolf. Ricoeur's first stage of productive imagination requires an 
insight into likeness: a thinking and a seeing. The reader is 
restructuring the old semantic fields while instantaneously grasping 
new possibilities. Both "man" and "wolf" change themselves by 
interacting with each other. The gap between the concept and the 
scene creates tension between similarities and differences. Xian 
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Nong meaning "minute" and "luxuriant" is both like and unlike the 
natural scene being explored through a traveller's eyes. Chen Zhuo 
meaning "deep" and "attached" is both similar to and different from 
the scene that a lonely man is strolling in the countryside, thinking of 
his far-away friend. Dian Ya meaning "classic" and "elegant" is both 
like and unlike the scene in which a sholar is appreciating the beauty 
of the season. Qi Li meaning "ornate" and "beautiful" is both like and 
unlike the scene in which the apricot is crimson, the house is stately, 
the bridge is painted and the goblet is golden. Shu Ye meaning 
"negligent" and "wild" is and is not the condition in which a 
boundless person is reading poems in a hut and is forgetful of time. 
Qing Qi meaning "pure" and "marvellous" is both like and unlike the 
situation of a scholar strolling in search of seclusion. The concept is 
and is not, like and unlike certain condition, certain situation, certain 
mood，certain mentality as conveyed by the scene. An insight into 
likeness is required to concretize the concept through the scene and 
to order the scene towards the concept. 
The second stage of productive imagination involves the 
construction of a flow of bound images to fill in the gap. Ricoeur 
claims that in this stage a semantic innovation is not only 
schematized but pictured. This is the very stage when the 
metaphorical is identified with the icon, stripping of its usual 
reference. Ricoeur adds that it is the moment of "seeing as": the 
intuitive relationship that makes the sense and the image hold 
together" (RM: 212). Yet in the case of Shipin, the images are already 
constructed. In the poem, the reader is already provided with a flow 
of images, to be seen one after another and then to be contemplated 
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as one scene. Chinese scenes usually presuppose the insertion of a 
certain personage who is congenial to the situation. 29 in all the six 
quoted pins, a certain person is there or supposed to be there whose 
mood，feelings or reflections unites the images, ordering them into 
one scene. 30 jn Shipin, the interaction between the concept and the 
scene is never an interaction with an empty imagistic scene. The 
scene always presupposes a person whose mentality and emotions 
are congenial to the scene. 
In the second stage of productive imagination, the reader has 
to "see" and also to see "as." He has to look at the images themselves 
and also to look at them as the primary subject, be it Xian Nong or 
Chen Zhuo. What Ricoeur means by "seeing as" is precisely what Xu 
Yinfang means by "seeing is Tao attaining" rtCodo .31 The reader 
has to "see" and also to look at the images "as" Tao. Tao ^ is the 
metaphorical truth, the identification of oneness in many，perceiving 
universal consistencies and similarities despite and through changes 
and differences. Ricoeur adds: "The intuitive talent for 'seeing as, 
cannot be taught; at most, it can be assisted" {RM: 213). It is what 
Sikong Tu is in mind when writing Shipin. He does not teach by 
29 "Examination of traditional Chinese landscape painting provides the 
tangible evidence of presence both in what is there and what is not t h e r e . . . . 
Even in the Chinese landscape without a man, a presence of man is there," 
Green 55, 56. 
The insertion of personal pronouns in Yang and Yang's translation 
in some of the pins such as the "I" in Chen Zhuo, the ,'you’， in Xian Nong 
sometimes destroys the beauty of the poem. I would rather follow Yip Wai-
lim's claim in his radical introduction of Chinese Poetry that the lack of the 
use of personal pronouns. . . is in tune with the Chinese concept of losing 
yourself in the flux of events, the Way (Tao), the million changes, constantly 
happening before us," Yip 11. 
31 Xu Yinfang, "Ershixi [24] Shipin Ba," in Shipin Jijie: 73. 
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words but trying to assist the reader through words. As I have said 
before, tastes like salty or sour can be distinguished and labelled but 
the theme behind the taste cannot be expressed in literal language. 
Shipin labels 24 kinds of taste in poetry and makes up imagistic 
models to each kind to assist the reader, through the "seeing丨丨 of 
images, attaining Tao. 
The third stage of imagination involves the epoche, suspension 
of the literal reference. In order to resolve the conflict between the 
"man" and the "wolf," the mind has to suspend the usual reference of 
"man" and "wolf" to the experiencial world and construct a 
metaphorical world of transcendence to achieve unity despite 
disparities. In Shipin, split reference also occurs. When Sikong Tu 
talks about the image beyond an image, the scene beyond a scene, 
the theme behind the taste and the beauty beyond verses, what he 
means by wai 紙、 points to the transcendental realm: the world of 
poetry, the world of Tao. The poem of each pin is and is not real 
poetry, just like the literal world is and is not the transcendental 
world. Real poetry or Tao exists at the intuitive moment when 
tension between the concept and the poem 32 suddenly resolved 
despite all the difference. Sikong Tu, in Liu Dong claims: "it 
cannot be told; one who holds the outward flesh will be like a fool" 
次 良 可 i � r t i 拟 I . 33 Therefore upon Wong Yoonwah's claim that 
"the twenty-four poems are not only statements about the nature 
and function of poetic art, but are also successful imaginative poems 
32 We call it "poem" simply because it is rhymed. 
My translation, meaning taken from annotations in Shipin Jijie. 
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in their own right" (33)，I have some reservations. The 24 poems are 
not meant to be appreciated "in their own right." A metaphor must 
have its reference and each pin points to something beyond. Tao has 
different facets and poetry has different styles. The 24 pins point at 
24 styles of poetry (though many of them cannot be easily 
distinguished from one another) and 24 facets of Tao. The 24 poems 
should be appreciated by interacting with the 24 concepts. The 
image, the scene, the verse and the taste in the poems are "outward 
flesh" only. The world of poetry and the world of Tao are the "true 
substance." The reader should "transcend the outward form to grasp 
what lies within" (Xiong Hun)哀 W�象 flS-tL ^ • 
The metaphorical process involves four levels of gap-filling 
activities: the gap between the reader and the metaphor-text, the 
gap between two subjects, the gap between the subjects and their 
references as well as the gap between two references in one 
experiencial world. When approaching Shipin, the reader is trying to 
approximate the logical distance between himself and the world of 
Shipin. Then the gap between the reader and Shipin is substituted 
by the second level of gap, the gap between the concept and the 
imagistic poem. It then progresses to the third level in which both 
the concept and the poem try to make sense by referring to their 
usual references located in the literal world. Meanwhile, a flow of 
images in the poem progresses syntagmatically and gradually merges 
into one scene. Yet disparity between the concept and the scene still 
remains. The reader is still struggling between identity and 
difference until at a moment of intuition the concept and the scene 
suddenly unite in the realm of Tao, the transcendental world of 
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poetry. In an instant, a world lying behind the words or in Sikong's 
term "beyond" the meaning of language is disclosed to the fore. 
Take Chen Zhuo for example, the first level of gap exists 
between the reader and the pin, a gap between two horizons. In the 
progress of the reading-activity, the gap between Chen Zhuo and the 
poem is felt. The reader's instinct to strive for truth 34 will drive 
him to move towards the experiencial world for the literal references 
of Chen Zhuo: as "deep" and "attached." Meanwhile the reader is 
making sense with the descriptions in the poem by referring to the 
literal references too. A flow of images is realized. Chen Zhuo is and 
is not the "green woods," the "rustic hut," "clear air" in sunset, a 
person strolling alone. . . . The images keep on concretizing the 
meaning of Chen Zhuo while Chen Zhuo orders and unifies the images 
towards a certain direction: certain condition, certain situation, 
certain mood, certain mentality conveyed by one scene which 
encompasses all the images. Chen Zhuo is and is not the scene. 
Tension still exists between Chen Zhuo as "deep" and "attached" and 
the scene as a unified picture of various images until at an intuitive 
moment, the contexts of Chen Zhuo and the scene suddenly merge 
together. In an instant, Chen Zhuo is the scene and the scene is Chen 
Zhuo despite all the differences. Yet the transcendental meaning is a 
"movement among meanings" (Dwiggins's words), having its 
reference to a second-order reality instead of a single resolution of 
meaning that can be readily paraphrased in literal terms. Chen Zhuo 
is the scene in having the same poetic world 套 , ； Chen Zhuo is the 
34 See Chapter 2, Ricoeur丨s third stage of productive imagination. 
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scene in having the same spiritual mentality. . . . It is not that the 
meaning cannot be paraphrased but it is without end. 35 Under the 
objective guidance of the metaphor-text, the meaning can be 
actualized in different ways. Yet its reference is always towards Tao, 
a second-order reality which gives meanings that transcend literal 
meanings. The reader locating himself in the disclosed world of Tao 
achieves real understanding of poetry. 
At this point of discussion, the merging of contexts or the 
fusion of worlds requires further investigation. W.B. Stanford's 
concept of metaphor as a "stereoscope of ideas" 36 still holds. 
Metaphor always maintains a tension of two forces. What we call 
metaphorical meaning is simply a temporary insight into similarity 
despite and through difference. Hence though at one moment of 
intuition the concept and the poem identify themselves with each 
other in the transcendental world of poetry, they still keep their 
"conceptual independence" (Stanford's words). The concept is still 
the concept and the scene is still the scene. The concept is and is not 
the scene. It ”is" when the principle of resemblance reigns and it "is 
not" when the impulse towards categorization faints. It "is" and the 
reader attains the metaphorical truth, the transcendence of meaning. 
It "is not" and the reader senses the tension of metaphor, the 
incompatibility of two meanings in one mundane world. Hence 
Dwiggins, in his doctoral thesis Experiencing Metaphor says "the 
deepest tension in metaphor, and therefore its most profound 
35 See Chapter 1，the end of LA. Richards's Interaction Theory between 
the Tenor and the Vehicle. 
36 Chapter 1，p. 15，16. 
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interaction is between worlds" (86)，between the world of literal 
meaning and the world of transcendental truth. 
Of the nature of Tao or the world of poetry, my consistent claim 
of it as "transcendental" will sure create disagreement. Xu Fuguan 
欲SlIL， in Zhongguo Yishu Jingshen claims that although 
compared with Confucianism, Taoism is more dialect ical ly 
metaphysical in character, it is still grounded in actual life" (40). 
Pauline Yu in "Metaphor and Chinese Poetry," says: "Movement 
beyond a Chinese poem is metonymical, occurring, as Wellek and 
Warren put it, 'within a single world of discourse.' It does not head 
toward another, transcendent realm that is autonomous and different 
in kind from the sensory world of the poet and his readers, simply 
because such a realm was not held to exist. • • • The transcendent was 
not beyond, but immanent in all things" (220, 221) and "any 
'otherness' of reference occurs only in elements of the poet's literal 
world" (209). Xu' and Yu's view states that Tao is immanent, 
grounded in actual life. Metaphor, or metonymy progresses in a 
single world of discourse and in one literal world of reference. 
An example from Zhuangzi f l may settle the nature of Tao. 
Zhuangzi says Tao exists in faeces. Yet, Tao can and cannot exist in 
faeces. When the principle of resemblance holds, Tao exists in faeces. 
When the impulse towards recategorization faints, Tao cannot exist in 
faeces. In the mundane world of literal meanings Tao means the 
Way and faeces mean the waste product. Only through the 
metaphorical process, a transcendence of meaning is generated in 
which Tao and the faeces become one category of things despite all 
the differences. Yet when Tao exists in faeces, we can say Tao is 
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immanent to all things. In terms of meaning, it transcends. In terms 
of reach, it becomes immanent; it becomes disclosed to the fore. Let 
us recall Black's "strong creativity thesis." 37 Black asks, "Did the 
slow motion appearance of a galloping horse exist before the 
invention of cinematography?" Cinematography creates something 
not in mundane reality. Yet once when that something is perceived, 
it becomes part of the world, immanent to all. When Zhuangzi first 
said Tao exists in faeces, people could not understand because the 
literal references of Tao and faeces had a semantic clash. Yet once 
when Zhuangzi's claim is realized, pertinent features between Tao 
and faeces become part of the meaning of Tao. What is once 
transcendental becomes immanent to the world of literal meanings. 
Tao is and is not transcendental. It is both similar to and different 
from the experiencial world. It is what Dwiggins calls "the deepest 
tension in metaphors," the most profound interaction between 
worlds. 
Wellek and Warren as well as Pauline Yu claim that in Chinese 
Literature metaphor or metonymy progresses in a single world of 
discourse. Jakobson's arbitrary distinction between metaphor and 
metonymy has been fully discussed by Black in Models and 
Metaphor and "More about Metaphor" and Ricoeur in The Rule of 
Metaphor. Metaphor is not a substitution. Metaphor means the 
whole metaphorical statement. Both paradigmatic substitution and 
syntagmatic contiguity are involved in the metaphorical process. Yet 
the dynamic of interaction mainly operates on the syntagmatic plane. 
37 Chapter 1，p. 27. 
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This is one central argument of the interaction theory of metaphor. 
In Black's classic example "Man is a wolf," the semantic impertence 
between "man" and "wolf" results in a view of the word "wolf" as a 
deviation. The result is another deviation on the paradigmatic plane 
which changes the meaning of "wolf" while selecting a meaning for 
"wolf." At the same time, "man" also has a corresponding change of 
meaning on the paradigmatic plane. One may agree with Aristotle 
that the term "wolf" is used as a substitute to the term "man" or with 
Jakobson that metaphor only operates on the paradigmatic plane of 
substitutions and selections. Yet the dynamic of metaphor rests in 
the continuous tension between "man" and "wolf" within one piece of 
discourse. The selection of meanings occurs only because of the 
syntagmatic interaction. The dynamic lies in the verb "is" rather 
than "man" or "wolf." Metaphor, in fact, operates on both the 
paradigmatic plane and the syntagmatic plane. 38 In Shipin, the 
theme does not lie in the substitution of the concept by the poem but 
in the interaction between the two. On the paradigmatic plane, both 
Chen Zhuo and the scene undergo a subtle change of meanings while 
on the syntagmatic plane Chen Zhuo and the scene are modifying 
each other. The images of the poem keep on concretizing the 
meaning of Chen Zhuo while Chen Zhuo orders and unifies the images 
towards a certain direction. In the interaction between the concept 
and the scene, the literal meanings and the literal world are 
temporarily suspended. That is what Ricoeur means by the split 
3 8 See Chapter 1, Paul Ricoeur's integration of Jakobson's theory into 
the interaction theory of metaphor. 
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sense moving towards a split reference. The concept and the scene 
achieve a temporary identification with each other despite and 
through differences. Chen Zhuo and the poem lose their literal 
meanings and begin to mean certain condition, certain situation, 
certain mood, or certain mentality whose reference is always 
towards the second-order reality, towards what Sikong refers to as 
Tao. The dynamic of metaphor mainly operates on the syntagmatic 
plane. Furthermore, in the poem, the ordering of separate images 
into a unified scene under the direction of the concept also operates 
at the syntagmatic level. 
When Wellek and Warren and Pauline Yu propose the claim 
that Chinese metaphors progress in a single world of discourse, it 
simply means metaphors of the Chinese type lack creativity of the 
Western kind. 39 They belong to conventional usage and they only 
describe things as they are. Metaphors of the Chinese type are 
located in a single world. As Wimsatt and Brooks have said, 
"Metaphors die into fixed and literal terms when habitual usage 
confines them to one context" (644). In Beardsley and Black's 
scheme they belong to the category of dead metaphors which are 
irrelevant to our discussion of the generation of meaning and a 
transcendental world where such a meaning is located at. Wellek 
and Warren's and Pauline Yu's claim is irrelevant to the strong 
creativity thesis of the interaction theory of metaphor. 
Let us consider a different kind of pins: 
Hao Fang 
39 Here I am NOT imposing any value judgment. 
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Free to study Nature's mysteries, % 
He breathes the empyrean; 吞 乂义火爹uJ^  
His spirit grounded in Truth, * 良 
Sure of himself, he casts off all restraint. 處》y/C 
Wide sweep the winds of heaven, 又 itk 
Grey loom the hills out at sea, 务 蒼 
And with true strength imbued, f ‘ 七癌 
All creation spread before him; 餐 在表 
He beckons sun, moon and stars, 如 馆 
Leads on the phoenix, 後 |T )K j就 
Drives the six tortoises at dawn, 兔久 ^ 
And washes his feet in the stream where rises the sun. 
Gao Gu 其古 
Immortals borne upon pure air, 
Lotus blooms in their hands, 
Win through annihilation ；R 々 嫁漆去办 
To soar to trackless space; 壞 
Over the eastern Dipper rises the moon, ^ 劣 z^ ^ 
Sped by a beneficent wind; 
Above Mount Hua the night is blue, 
And men hear the clear toll of a bell. . . . A m f^^  
Stand then apart in purity of heart, # / f ^ M ^ 
Break through the confines of mortality, ^ V^  H 
Aloof as the Yellow Emperor and Yao, S ^ f ^ o f A 
Alone at the source of the Great Mystery. 象〜实玄贫 
The spirit wings as if through empty space, � 1 树 
And like a rainbow soars the vital force, "^k^ i - t -
Rushing down cheer mountain gorges, i - i ^ ' f f ^ 
Swift as clouds before the wind! 久r袭違丫CL 
Drink deep of Truth and feed on strength; 炒貧备 /各 
Store up simplicity within; f 廣 V^  4 
So will you be vigorous as the universe, ^ t J ^ 异 
For this is to conserve your potency. l l ^ b i n ^ 
Be coeval with heaven and earth, I 潘 农 t k -
A co-worker in their miraculous mutations, ^ y b ^ ^ j L ^ 
Make Actuality your goal, 纯 
And take as your guide the Finite. 诞 （ 乂 賞 
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P— Yi 
Aloof from the world of men, 
Apart from the vulgar crowd, 赢 ^ ^ 
Like the stork on Mount Hou, � .山《•知 
The cloud at the peak of Mount Hua, 
A man of worth, his heart at peace, 為、该、命 
Radiant with vital force, ^ t^ 
Can ride the wind on a reed 该”环幕幕 
And sail over the infinite. yfC 
In each poem, it seems that a certain supernatural being is 
performing some supernatural deeds. In Hao Fang, a supernatural 
being pierces through all nature's mystery. He is boundless and full 
of inhuman strength, ordering nature to his service. In Gao Gu, some 
immortals, free of the earthly bound of time and space,_ breaks 
through the confines of mortality. In Jing Jian, the spirit of man 
travels throughout the Universe and corresponds to the "miraculous 
mutations" of nature. In Piao Yi, a superhuman is riding the wind on 
a reed and sailing over the infinite. The scenes described are 
grounded more in the imaginative world than in normal reality and 
the experience of the natural world. Yet the poem itself still belongs 
to the literal world of meaning and split-reference occurs only when 
the poem is interacting with the concept. It carries no difference in 
saying "Man is a god" or "Man is a wolf." It seems that "god" does not 
belong to the experiencial world and "wolf" belongs to the normal 
reality. Yet when Ricoeur talks about split-reference, he means a 
spli t-reference towards a literal world of meaning and a 
transcendental world of meaning. The supernatural being called 
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"god" may not belong to the experiencial world. But the meaning of 
the word "god" has its realization in the literal world. When I say 
that Tao or the world of poetry is transcendental, I mean it is beyond 
the limit of words and beyond the limit of literal meaning. That is 
precisely what Sikong Tu means by "wai" (beyond). 
Applying the interaction theory to Hao Fang, Gao Gu, Jing Jian 
and Piao Yi, one may discover one subtle difference of them to the 
Xian Nong or Chen Zhuo type of pin� The metaphorical process 
basically operates in the same manner. The first level of gap exists 
in between the reader and the text. In the progress of the reading-
activity, the second level of gap, the gap between Hao Fang and the 
poem is felt. The reader's instinct to strive for truth will drive him 
to move towards the literal references of Hao Fang as 
"untrammelled" and "wild." Meanwhile separate images in the poem 
also try to make sense by referring to the literal world of reference. 
The reader keeps on trying to fill in the third level of gap between 
sense and reference. Yet the fourth level of gap, the conflict between 
the references of Hao Fang as "untrammelled" and "wild" and of the 
images in the poem still exist until at a moment of intuition Hao Fang 
identifies itself with the poem in the realm of Tao, a transcendental 
world where a movement of meanings is realized. 
In Xian Nong or Chen Zhuo, the interaction is between the 
concept and the scene which encompasses all the images. Xian Nong 
is and is not the glint of rippling water, is and is not the lush, distant 
green of spring. . • • Chen Zhuo is and is not green woods, a rustic hut， 
clear air at sunset and a man strolling alone. • • • A man congenial to 
the environment is there or supposed to be there whose mood and 
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mentality unify the whole scene. In both Xian Nong or Chen Zhuo, 
nature，the person and his mood are unified in one natural scene and 
interaction occurs between the concept and the scene. But in the 
case of Hao Fang or Gao Gu, Hao Fang meaning "untrammelled" and 
"wild," Gao Gu meaning "lofty"and "classic" are like and unlike the 
superman. The person stands out instead of submerging himself to 
nature. Hao Fang is and is not the man who pierces through all 
nature's mystery. Gao Gu is and is not the man who breaks through 
the confines of motality. Jing Jian is and is not the man who travels 
throughout the Universe. Piao Yi is and is not the man who rides the 
wind on a reed. Though the process of interaction is the same, the 
scene is of a different type from Xian Nong or Chen Zhuo. It is no 
longer a natural scene where man submerges himself into nature. It 
is an imaginative scene where man occupies a central and 
commanding position. 
Think of the following pins: 
Xiong Hun 魏 ; 
Surging 40 is the darkling clouds 守 %、沙 * 
And never-ceasing blow the rushing w i n d s . . . . 拿 晃 
Chong Dan ys^-^^ 
Gentle as the breath of wind 擁广雀 
That brushes your gown * 像 
Xi Lian ；請、 
As if mining gold ^ ^ / ^ t t ^ 
Or extracting silver from lead, 务々  
Today pure as flowing water, vLrK^ 9 
His past life bright as the moon! 啦 ft r i f 
40 My modification of Yang and Yang's translation which reads: Where 
surge is the darkling clouds. 
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Zi Ran 辟二 
Simple as finding a flower in bloom 如•^兄、矿 
Or watching the new year in! 
Han Xu 冷岁 
Like wine bubbling over the strainer, 么 j l � � 条滴 
Abrupt return to autumn in blossom-time, 邀 
Dust whirled through space 姨 寬 f ^ 
Or foam flung up by the sea. . . . £ 洛 
Zhen Mi 樣餐 
Are like the spring that makes all green ！询秦对令象 
And clear as moonlight on the snow. 崎 g 窗 t号 
Qi邓Qi 柄 
Like moonlight at dawn 这tJ黎 
Or autumn in the air. “ 备 
Xing Rong 
Like seeking 4i shadows on water 如"ILi火彭 
Or painting the glory of spring. 知残 
Chao Yi 紅 傅 -
It is like floating on white clouds ^ f^ ^ 
Borne off by a fresh win. ‘减)瓦if/s 
L/w Dong 
二 j d i n g lik= water-wheels, 琴鄉太蛇 
Rolling hke beads; 
In these pins’ images like the "darkling cloud" and the "rushing 
wind" in Xiong Hun, the "breath of wind" in Chong Dan each operates 
individually as a metaphor to the concept. Instead of 
syntagmatically merging into one scene with other images in the 
poem, each of them represents a scene by itself in its interaction 
with the concept. Just like in the example "Man is a wolf," wolf is a 
My modification of Yan and Yang's translation which reads: For this 
is seeking s h a d o w s . . . . 
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scene itself. The metaphorical process between the concept and the 
poem is still the same but the concept is now interacting with several 
scenes in the poem instead of with one unified scene. Take Han Xu 
for example, Han Xu meaning "pregnant" and "subtle" is and is not 
the "wine bubbling over the strainer." It is and is not an "abrupt 
return to autumn in blossom-time." It is and is not "dust whirled 
through space" or "foam flung up by the sea." It is both like and 
unlike "the motley pageant which converges only to scatter" "till a 
myriad shapes are resolved at last in one." The interaction between 
the concept and the images is still the same as in Xian Nong, Chen 
Zhuo or Hao Fang and Gao Gu. Only the syntagmatic movement of 
images into a unified scene is affected. 
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Conclusion: 
In Shipin, Sikong Tu juxtaposes 24 2-character headings with 
24 poems. The 2-character headings are 24 concepts of poetic 
styles and the 24 poems depict 24 scenes. The juxtaposition of the 
concepts with the scenes generates grounds for interaction. While 
the scene concretizes the concept, the concept also orders the poem 
and unites it towards a certain direction. Just like the interaction 
between the primary subject and the secondary subject of a 
metaphor, the interaction between the concept and the poem points 
at something beyond, a world that Sikong Tu's theory of poetry aims 
at. Such a world, if not identical with what Sikong calls Tao, should 
at least correspond to it. It is a transcendental realm of reality, a 
realm that literal language cannot express and literal meanings 
cannot exhaust. 
Sikong Tu advocates the image beyond an image, the scene 
beyond a scene, the theme behind the taste and the beauty beyond 
verses. That something beyond can be demystified by the 
metaphorical process of the interaction theory of metaphor. The 
interaction theory as developed by LA. Richards, Monroe C. 
Beardsley, Max Black and Paul Ricoeur argues for the interaction 
between the primary subject and the secondary subject in one 
metaphorical statement. There is always a gap between the primary 
subject and the secondary subject. Tension is developed between the 
two，between similarities and differences, between what is and what 
is not. Applying the interaction theory to Sikong Tu's Shipin, I 
I 
regard the 24 concepts of Sikong Tu's Shipin as 24 primary subjects 
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and the 24 poems attached to them as 24 secondary subjects. Sikong 
Tu's theory of poetry lies in the interaction of the two subjects. 
In the metaphorical process, first, there is a gap between the 
reader and the metaphor-text. The act of "approximation" (bringing 
close) aims at filling the gap. And then an immediate tension is felt 
between the primary and the secondary subjects, the tension 
between similarities and differences. This second level of gap is 
proceeded to the third level: the gap between both subjects and their 
references. Both the primary subject and the secondary subject try 
to make sense by referring to their usual references which are 
located in one experiencial world. By the principle of resemblance, 
the gap between two entities opposing each other in one experiencial 
world (the fourth level of gap) is suddenly bridged despite all the 
differences. A transcendental world not located—and not existed 
before-- in reality is instantly brought forth to the reader. What lies 
behind suddenly becomes disclosed to the fore and meaning is 
generated, real understanding is achieved by the reader who locates 
himself in such a transcendental world. 
Similarly, when approaching Shipin, the reader is trying to 
approximate the logical distance between himself and the world of 
Shipin. Then the gap between the reader and Shipin is substituted 
by the second level of gap, the gap between the concept and the 
imagistic poem. It then progresses to the third level in which both 
the concept and the poem try to make sense by referring to their 
references in the literal world. Meanwhile, various images in the 
poem gradually merge into one scene. Yet disparity between the 
concept and the scene still remains. The reader is still struggling 
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between identity and difference until in a moment of intuition the 
concept and the scene suddenly unite in the realm of Tao, the 
transcendental world of poetry. In an instant, a world lying behind 
the words or in Sikong's term "beyond" the meaning of language is 
disclosed to the fore. The transcendental meaning is a movement 
among meanings instead of a single resolution of meaning that can be 
readily paraphrased in literal terms. Under the objective guidance of 
the text of Shipin, it can be actualized in different ways. Yet its 
reference is always towards what Sikong calls Tao. The reader, 
locating himself in that disclosed world, achieves real understanding 
of Tao and of poetry. 
Of the nature of Tao or the world of poetry, I insist to call it 
transcendental. In terms of meaning, it transcends. Like metaphor, 
it involves a meaning that cannot be readily expressed in literal 
language. It refers to a world of reference not located in the 
experiencial world. Yet in terms of reach, it is immanent. The 
metaphorical process discloses to the fore what lies behind language. 
The reader by locating himself to the disclosed world achieves a 
fusion of horizons with the realm of Tao. The metaphorical process 
generates an appropriation between the reader and Tao. What 
formerly is widely apart now becomes approximated. One who 
understands Tao understands poetry. 
In order to convey his literary theory on poetry whose ideal 
locates in the realm of Tao, a realm beyond the reach of language, 
Sikong Tu has to create 24 concepts to be juxtaposed with 24 poems. 
By the specific format of Shipin: "Not a word said outright, yet the 
whole beauty [is] revealed •丨’ Such a beauty can 
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only be rightly assessed and explicitly defined by the metaphorical 
process of the interaction theory. 
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